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RESÚMEN DEL PROYECTO FIN DE CARRERA
En este anexo final del proyecto, en castellano y destinado en exclusiva a la
Universidad Politécnica Carlos III de Madrid, será expuesto un resumen del proyecto..
Comenzará con una parte informativa que contendrá datos acerca del autor, tutor(es),
institución en la que se ha realizado, coordinador académico del convenio, Cotutor,
fecha de lectura, tribunal y calificación obtenida. Finalizará con una breve explicación
de cada uno de los puntos que conforman el documento original elaborado durante mi
estancia en la Universidad Politécnica de Cracovia.
9 Autor: Antonio Castellanos Cordeiro-Crespo.
9 Institución en la que se ha realizado en proyecto: Politechnika Krakowska.
Universidad Politécnica de Cracovia (Polonia).
9 Tutor en la Universidad Politécnica de Cracovia: Piotr Duda, profesor de la
división de energía del departamento de energía mecánica.
9 Coordinador académico del convenio: José Manuel Torralba Castelló,
catedrático del departamento de Ciencia e Ingeniería de Materiales e Ingeniería
Química.
9 Cotutor en la Universidad Carlos III de Madrid: José Manuel Torralba
Castelló.
9 Calificación obtenida: Grado C. Equivalente a 7, Notable.
La realización del proyecto fin de carrera no requirió lectura ante tribunal. Tras
consultar a mi tutor, el me advirtió que en la universidad no requerían que los
estudiantes extranjeros defendieran sus trabajos en público.
Resaltar el gran trato recibido en la universidad de destino. El profesor Jan
Kazior (Vicerrector de la universidad de acogida), que era previamente el tutor que se
me había asignado, tras conversar conmigo acerca del área temática que quería tratar
en mi proyecto, me envío con el profesor Piotr Duda, quién finalmente tutorizo mi
proyecto. La elección del tema para el proyecto fue elegida por consenso con el
profesor Duda.
El proyecto será utilizado por los alumnos de Ingeniería Mecánica de la
Universidad Politécnica de Cracovia en una práctica sobre energías renovables,
energía solar térmica. Por ello, el tutor me hizo especial énfasis en el desarrollo
detallado del modo de utilización de ambos programas.

El texto, cuyo título es “Analysis of Solar Thermal Panels using free software:
Kolektor and Codepro” (Análisis de paneles solares térmicos utilizando software
gratuito: Kolektor y Codepro), consta de los siguientes puntos principales: Objetivo y
alcance del estudio, Introducción, Energía solar térmica, Situación actual de las
energías renovables y de la energía termosolar, Análisis de los software: Kolektor y
Codepro, Conclusiones, Bibliografía y Apéndice. Se procederá al análisis detallado de
cada uno de estos apartados a continuación.

1. OBJETIVO Y ALCANCE DEL ESTUDIO
El objetivo de este proyecto es la evaluación de dos programas que trabajan en
la simulación de paneles termosolares: KOLEKTOR Y CODEPRO. Para la valoración
de dichos software tomaremos datos en el panel solar con el que cuenta la
Universidad Politécnica de Cracovia. Después simularemos, utilizando las aplicaciones
a estudio, introduciendo las mismas condiciones de la toma de datos, y compararemos
los resultados obtenidos en ambos procedimientos. Lo más positivo es que ambos
software son bastante completos, intuitivos y gratuitos. Un mejor control de los paneles
solares será posible, ahorrando largos y complicados cálculos.

2. INTRODUCCIÓN
2.1

CONTEXTO ENERGÉTICO

La energía renovable es generada por fuentes naturales. Es inagotable a
escala humana y respetuosa con el medio ambiente. Hay diferentes tipos de energías
renovables: hidráulica, eólica, biomasa, solar, geotérmica, etc.
El actual escenario energético internacional está caracterizado por un
incremento del precio del petróleo y por el intento de llegar a acuerdos
medioambientales globales, que permitan llevar a cabo políticas de desarrollo
sostenible, cómo el protocolo de Kioto. En este sentido las energías renovables y el
control de la demanda juegan un papel muy importante.
Actualmente la mayoría de países de la Unión Europea son fuertemente
dependientes de la importación de petróleo; aumentos de precio en el petróleo pueden
producir desequilibrios macroeconómicos. El 80% de la energía final consumida es
fósil (petróleo y gas natural). No son energías renovables. En el caso del petróleo, su
extracción y transporte genera desastres naturales y su combustión causa
calentamiento global y emisión de gases perniciosos, así como las del gas natural. Así,
el libro verde establece tres objetivos energéticos principales: sostenibilidad, seguridad
y competitividad energética. A ello pueden ayudar decisivamente las energías
renovables, cuyas principales ventajas son:
- Ventaja medioambiental: No produce CO2 ni otros contaminantes y es inagotable.
- Ventaja estratégica: Autóctona, disminuyen dependencia exterior.
- Ventajas socioeconómicas: Mayor número de puestos de trabajo que la
convencional y contribución a un mayor balance regional, debido a su instalación en
zonas rurales.
También presenta algunas desventajas cómo el alto precio de fabricación de
las placas solares y la inconstante cantidad de sol recibida dependiente de la
localización, hora del día, estación y condiciones meteorológicas.

2.2

EL SOL COMO FUENTE DE ENERGÍA

Todas las energías, excepto la nuclear, están basadas en la energía obtenida
del Sol. Las energías solares renovables más importantes son:
- Solar térmica: Transforma la energía del sol en calor.
- Fotovoltaica: Convierte energía solar en eléctrica.

3. ENERGÍA SOLAR TÉRMICA
Utiliza la radiación solar para calentar un fluido de forma directa. La instalación
está condicionada por la cantidad de radiación recibida y la energía demandada en
cada momento. Debe contar con un sistema auxiliar, que comenzará a funcionar
cuándo no haya suficiente radiación solar. Existen tres tipos principales de energía
termosolar: baja, media y alta temperatura.

3.1

ENERGÍA SOLAR TÉRMICA DE ALTA TEMPERATURA

Concentran los rayos solares sobre un fluido alcanza el grado de ebullición; el
vapor es usado para mover una turbina que genera electricidad. En este tipo de
instalaciones las temperaturas son superiores a 300ºC y pueden superar los 2000ºC.
Son las más caras.
Hay diferentes tipos de instalaciones termosolares de alta temperatura:
- Colectores cilindro-parabólicos.
- Torres solares.
- Sistemas Stirling.

3.2

ENERGÍA SOLAR TÉRMICA DE TEMPERATURA MEDIA

Para aplicaciones que precisan niveles térmicos en los que el fluido
calorportador adquiere una temperatura entre 100-300ºC. Utilizan también colectores
de concentración. La radiación solar es reflejada utilizando espejos con forma cilindroparabólico, para después concentrarse en tubos de vidrio. El fluido contenido puede
ser agua, aceite o soluciones salinas. Se utilizan para agua caliente sanitaria (ACS),
calefacción y producción de electricidad.

3.3

ENERGÍA SOLAR TÉRMICA DE BAJA TEMPERATURA

Este tipo de energía, de uso habitualmente doméstico, se basa en la captación
de energía solar mediante paneles solares planas, colocados en instalaciones situadas
en tejados. El fluido calorportador no adquiere una temperatura mayor de 120ºC.
Generalmente se utiliza agua o aceites térmicos.
3.3.1 DESCRIPCIÓN GENERAL DE UNA INSTALACIÓN DE ENERGÍA SOLAR
TÉRMICA DE BAJA TEMPERATURA
Está compuesta por los siguientes sistemas:
- Sistema colector: Convierte la radiación solar en energía térmica.
- Sistema intercambiador: Responsable del intercambio de calor entre el fluido de
trabajo y el agua que circula por el sistema secundario.
- Sistema de acumulación: Almacena energía térmica en forma de agua.
- Sistema de transporte: Hace posible la circulación del fluido y del agua.
- Sistema de control: Termostatos.

- Sistema auxiliar: Cubrirá las necesidades cuándo la instalación solar no sea capaz.



Figura 3.1: Esquema básico de una instalación de energía solar de baja temperatura


3.3.1.1 ELEMENTOS DE UNA INSTALACIÓN SOLAR
3.3.1.1a) COLECTOR SOLAR

Desde un punto de vista tecnológico y económico es la parte más importante de
la instalación. Atendiendo al proyecto que se realiza, es la parte tratada con más
profundidad, puesto que los software analizados simulan el funcionamiento de un
colector solar.
¾ COLECTOR SOLAR PLANO
Las partes más importantes que lo conforman son: Cubierta transparente,
absorbedor, aislamiento térmico y la carcasa. Funciona aprovechando el efecto
invernadero. El Sol incide sobre la cubierta transparente, que siendo muy transparente
a la longitud de onda visible, deja pasar la mayor parte de la energía. Esta calienta el
absorbedor, que a su vez se convierte en emisora de onda larga, menos energética. El
vidrio es muy opaco a este tipo de de longitudes de onda, y aunque presenta pérdidas
al exterior, logra reflejar la mayor parte de estas ondas, produciendo un calentamiento
del recinto de la caja por encima de la temperatura exterior.

Figura 3.2: Colectores solares y las diferentes partes que las componen

• Cubierta transparente: La función de la cubierta transparente es doble; por una
parte reducir las pérdidas energéticas debidas a la emisión de radiación infrarroja
(de longitud de onda larga) cuando se incrementa la temperatura de la placa
absorbente, y por otra parte, proteger la placa absorbente de la intemperie y evitar
las pérdidas por convección a causa de la acción del viento sobre la placa. El
material más utilizado en la cubierta es el vidrio, aunque también se pueden utilizar
materiales plásticos.

• Absorbedor: Es el encargado de recoger la radiación solar incidente y transmitirla a
los tubos por donde circula el fluido. Es una superficie plana, que lleva pegado el
circuito por el que circula el fluido con el que realiza el intercambio de calor. La
placa absorbente suele estar pintada de color negro para favorecer su
comportamiento absorbente y, normalmente, es metálica, para transmitir mejor el
calor. Suele estar fabricada de cobre, aunque también hay algunos diseños de
aluminio o acero.
• Carcasa: Su función es doble, proteger y soportar los diferentes elementos del
colector, y unir el colector al edificio o tejado del mismo.
• Aislamiento térmico: Situado en los 2 laterales y en el fondo de la carcasa. Debe
disminuir las pérdidas de calor desde el absorbedor hasta el ambiente que lo rodea.
El material más comúnmente empleado es la lana de vidrio.
3.3.1.1b) TANQUE DE ALMACENAMIENTO

Elemento indispensable para conseguir agua caliente sanitaria, debido a que la
energía solar es discontinua y la demanda no coincide con la producción de energía
térmica.
3.3.1.1c) INTERCAMBIADOR DE CALOR

Aparato donde se realiza el intercambio de calor. Se utiliza el intercambiador de
calor indirecto (sin contacto entre fluidos) entre el circuito primario, fluido calorportador,
y el circuito secundario, fluido que va al tanque de almacenamiento. La eficiencia es el
parámetro más importante para su evaluación.
3.3.1.1d) SISTEMA AUXILIAR DE ENERGÍA

Sistema convencional de energía que debe garantizar la cobertura de la
demanda cuándo el sistema solar no pueda hacerlo. Los más utilizados son las
calderas (combustibles fósiles), pero también sistemas eléctricos y biomasa.
3.3.2 USOS Y APLICACIONES
3.3.2.1 AGUA CALIENTE SANITARIA (ACS)
Es la segunda energía más consumida en los hogares. Usando el sistema de
placas solares es posible cubrir el 100% de la demanda durante el verano y 30-70%
de la demanda el resto del año, dependiendo de la localización geográfica.
3.3.2.2 SISTEMA DE CALEFACCIÓN
Puede cubrir parte de la demanda de calefacción en invierno. Atractiva si
tenemos en cuenta el altos coste energético de climatizar una casa en invierno. Es
compatible con la generación de ACS, elementos de control dan posibilidad de
actuación a la calefacción cuándo las necesidades de ACS han sido ya cubiertas.
3.3.2.3 CLIMATIZACIÓN DE PISCINAS
El agua de la piscina circula a través de un intercambiador de calor, colocado
por lo general en el tejado, absorbiendo la energía solar. No tiene coste de operación.

3.3.2.4 REFRIGERACIÓN SOLAR
Utilizando el método de absorción podemos obtener aire acondicionado ó
climatización frigorífica.
3.3.2.5 PROCESOS INDUSTRIALES
Se utiliza en procesos tales como el secado solar de tabaco, semillas, pescado,
o en el precalentamiento de fluidos.
3.3.2.6 OTRAS APLICACIONES
La más importante es la cocina solar, que está siendo utilizada en África, Asia o
Sudamérica, evitando así el consumo de madera y el riesgo de enfermedades
relacionadas con el consumo de agua.

4. SITUACIÓN ACTUAL DE LAS ENERGÍAS SOLARES Y DE
LA ENERGÍA SOLAR TÉRMICA
Las energías renovables dan la oportunidad a nuestro planeta para reducir las
emisiones de CO2, purificar el aire y colocar a nuestra civilización en el camino de la
producción de energía sostenible. Muchas industrias de energía renovable han
experimentado un rápido crecimiento en los últimos años, tanto económica como
tecnológicamente.
Algunos datos para entender la situación actual de las energías renovables son:
- Colectores solares proveen de agua caliente a cerca de 50 millones de hogares en
todo el mundo.
- Muchos gobiernos nacionales, regionales y locales ofrecen incentivos económicos
para la instalación de sistemas solares térmicos. En España, y otros países los
nuevo Códigos Técnicos de la Edificación, obligan en el que partir de cierta fecha
todos los edificios de nueva construcción y rehabilitación deberán contar con
instalaciones de energía solar térmica para la producción de agua caliente sanitaria.
- Podemos concluir que se está produciendo un elevado crecimiento del mercado
europeo, debido principalmente al papel de Alemania y de Austria. El objetivo de la
Unión Europea es que en el 2020, el 20% de la energía total de cada uno de sus
países miembros sea renovable. El objetivo de China, con igual fecha límite, es
cubrir el 15%. Algunos estados de Estados Unidos, cómo Florida, están también
fuertemente comprometidos con las energías renovables.

5. DESCRIPCIÓN DE LOS SOFTWARE: KOLEKTOR Y
CODEPRO
Se trata del apartado más importante de este trabajo. En primer lugar se debe
remarcar la importancia de estos programas; son gratuitos y muy completos. No es
frecuente encontrar aplicaciones ingenieriles tan detalladas y que permitan trabajar
con tantas opciones, sin ningún tipo de desembolso. Pueden suponer un primer
acercamiento al diseño de una instalación solar de carácter térmico, ahorrando
incorrectas aproximaciones, prototipos y pudiendo preveer el comportamiento posterior
de los paneles solares. Permiten pues, el desarrollo del trabajo con mayor seguridad
en los futuros resultados, y un ahorro económico y de tiempo considerable.

5.1

KOLEKTOR

Este software fue desarrollado por dos profesores de ingeniería ambiental de la
Universidad Politécnica de Praga. Trata de mejorar y progresar otros programas
similares, cómo Trnsys o Codepro. El proceso de cálculo es muy completo. Está
basado en el cálculo detallado de transferencia de calor entre el colector y el ambiente,
y del absorbedor al fluido calorportador.
5.1.1 MODELO MATEMÁTICO
En este apartado se trata de explicar de una manera resumida el modelo
matemático. Básicamente servirá para familiarizarse con la nomenclatura utilizada en
la aplicación.
Los detalles geométricos, las propiedades térmicas y ópticas de los elementos
que conforman el panel solar, así como las condiciones climáticas y de operación,
serán los datos de entrada. Las salidas básicas de Kolektor son: Calor útil obtenido
(Qu), eficiencia (Ș) y temperatura de salida del fluido calorportador (tout). Asimismo,
proporciona resultados más técnicos, cómo los coeficientes de transferencia de calor,
la temperatura de las principales superficies de diseño del colector, así cómo la
temperatura de estancamiento. La transferencia de calor estará basada en la
siguiente expresión:

: Área del colector
: Factor de evacuación de calor del colector
: Coeficiente de transmitancia solar de la cubierta transparente.
: Coeficiente de absortancia del absorbedor.
: Radiación solar.
: Coeficiente de pérdida de calor.
: Temperatura de entrada del fluido
: Temperatura ambiente
Hay dos transferencias de calor principales, que serán explicadas a
continuación: externa e interna. En este resumen no profundizaremos en fórmulas
matemáticas y simbología utilizada por el programa.
5.1.1.1 BALANCE EXTERNO DE ENERGÍA (ABSORBEDOR-AMBIENTE)
En este apartado se profundiza en la expresión que describe el balance exterior
de energía, utilizando la nomenclatura propia del software, y se analizan en detalle las
diferentes formas de transferencia
de calor que se dan en el colector:
- Superficie cubierta exterior e interior
(p1 y p2)
- Absorbedor (abs)
- Superficie fondo de la carcasa,
aislante térmico (z1 y z2).
- Superficie borde de la carcasa,
aislante térmico exterior e interior (b1 y
b2). Se considera que el material es el
mismo que en el fondo de la carcasa.

Figura 5.1: Partes de un panel solar

- Radiación entre la cubierta y el ambiente, (hs,p1-a).
- Convección entre la cubierta y el ambiente, (hp,p1-a).
- Conducción en la cubierta, (hv,p1-p2)
- Radiación entre el absorbedor y la cubierta, (hs,abs-p2).
- Convección natural en el espacio cerrado entre absorbedor y cubierta, (hp,abs-p2).
- Radiación entre absorbedor y el fondo de la carcasa (aislante térmico). (hs,z2-abs).
- Convección natural entre el absorbedor y el fondo de la carcasa (aislante térmico),
(hp,z2-abs).
- Conducción en el fondo de la carcasa (aislante térmico), (hv,z1-z2).
- Radiación entre el aislamiento térmico y el ambiente, (hs,z1-a).
- Convección entre el aislante térmico y el ambiente, (hp,z1-a).
5.1.1.2 BALANCE INTERNO DE ENERGÍA DEL ABSORBEDOR
Se explicará la transferencia de calor desde la superficie del absorbedor al
líquido calorportador que fluye en las tuberías del absorbedor. El modelo matemático
no se explica en detalle. En su lugar se explica cómo trabaja Kolektor este tipo de
transferencia de calor.
Los datos más importantes que se consiguen simulando con Kolektor son:
- Factor de evacuación de calor del colector (FR).
- Factor de eficiencia del colector (F´).
- Temperatura de salida del colector (tout).
5.1.2 UTILIZACIÓN DE KOLEKTOR
En este apartado es explicado con detalle el funcionamiento práctico del
programa a nivel usuario. El programa consta básicamente de una ventana principal
que da acceso a cuatro pestañas principales. Estás son desarrolladas en detalle en el
documento original:
• Parámetros de diseño: Dividida a su vez en cuatro partes: dibujo explicativo del
colector, condiciones climáticas y de operación, dimensiones del colector e
instalación del colector.
• Absorbedor: Distribuida en tres partes: Parámetros del absorbedor, parámetros de
las tuberías que forman parte del absorbedor y fluido calorportador.
• Cubierta transparente y aislamiento: Dispuesta en tres partes: Parámetros de la
cubierta, parámetros del aislamiento y espacio del colector.
• Cálculo: Es la pestaña más detallada y la que nos proporciona información acerca
de nuestro proceso de obtención de energía solar. Se explica paso por paso cómo
realizar del cálculo, así cómo la forma de comprender los resultados que ofrece
Kolektor por pantalla. Primeramente es necesario elegir el modo de cálculo, el
número de iteraciones y modelo que se utilizará para el cálculo de las diferentes
formas de convección y radiación. Después se activa la opción de cálculo,
obteniéndose un gran número de datos:
- Coeficientes de radiación y convección anteriormente descritos: hs,p1-a, hp,p1-a, hs,absp2, hp,abs-p2, hs,z2-abs, hp,z2-abs, hs,z1-a y hp,z1-a.
- Temperatura final de la parte interior y exterior de la cubierta y del fondo de la
carcasa (tp1, tp2, tz1 y tz2).
- Temperatura del absorbedor, temperatura de salida del colector y temperatura
media del fluido (tabs, tout y tm).
- Factor de evacuación de calor del colector y de eficiencia (FR y F´).

Figura 5.2: Ventana de cálculo



5.1.3 COMPARACIÓN CON LOS RESULTADOS REALES
Se procede a la confrontación de los resultados que se obtienen con el colector
solar de la Universidad con los resultados que se obtiene simulando con las mismas
condiciones en Kolektor. Se toman datos 15 datos en el colector de 09:00 a 16.00,
cada 30 minutos, y se procede después a la simulación en el software para llevar a
cabo la posterior comparación.
Finalmente, la compulsación arroja resultados satisfactorios. Los parámetros
analizados han sido:
- Temperatura de salida del colector (tout). Error: 0,427%
- Calor útil (Qu). Error: 5%
- Eficiencia ( ). Error: 3,22%

5.2

CODEPRO

Desarrollado por el laboratorio del departamento de energía de la universidad
de Wisconsin, Madison (Estados Unidos). Los parámetros solares principales que nos
ayudará a calcular Codepro son:
- Eficiencia instantánea ( ): Medida que muestra una comparación entre la energía
solar útil obtenida y la radiación incidente recibida. Se suele utilizar la ecuación
simple, aunque para temperaturas elevadas, cómo las que se dan en el colector
solar, puede cometerse cierto error. Por ello en Codepro se utilizan también
expresiones de segundo orden. Se muestra a continuación dichas expresiones, así
cómo un ejemplo de gráfico de eficiencia con el que trabaja Codepro.











Figura 5.3: Curva de eficiencia de un panel solar

- Factor de modificación del ángulo incidente (
): Es función de las
características ópticas de la cubierta transparente y del absorbedor.

En Codepro se utiliza la siguiente expresión para determinar los efectos del
ángulo incidente entre 0-60o:
- Temperatura de estancamiento: Se trata de la temperatura más alta que se puede
alcanzar en el colector. Se da cuando el colector no está trabajando, cuando el
fluido calorportador no circula.
5.2.1 UTILIZACIÓN DE CODEPRO
El programa tiene una estructura de ventana principal, formada por pestañas
que te dan acceso a diferentes menús desplegables donde completar la información
acerca del colector solar y posteriormente leer los datos obtenidos en la simulación.

Figura 5.4: Ventana principal de Codepro





Serán expuestos los “botones” del menú principal más importantes:
• Condiciones del test: Introducción, por parte del usuario, de información acerca de
las condiciones ambientales, la inclinación del colector y la elección del modo de
cálculo de las curvas de eficiencia.

• Dimensiones del colector.
• Cubierta y placa del absorbedor: Cumplimentar con información acerca de la
cubierta o cubiertas transparentes, el absorbedor y el espacio o espacios que
queda entre ellos.
• Aislamiento lateral y del fondo.
• Tubos y fluido: Introducción de datos acerca de los tubos que van soldados a la
placa del absorbedor, del fluidos calorportador y de la soldadura de los tubos a la
placa.
• Ecuaciones del test: Permite completar las ecuaciones con los posibles resultados
reales que hayamos obtenido con nuestro colector, para después compararlos con
los de la simulación.
• Calcular: Sirve para comenzar la simulación con Codepro, una vez introducidos los
datos necesarios en las pestañas anteriormente explicadas.
• Resultados del test: Ventana que nos mostrará los productos de la simulación:
coeficientes para las ecuaciones de la eficiencia y de la modificación del ángulo de
incidencia.
• Gráficos y temperatura de estancamiento: Curvas de eficiencia y modificación
del ángulo de incidencia (unidades Sistema Internacional y Sistema Inglés), así
cómo temperatura de estancamiento.

Figura 5.5: Ventanas de resultados de Codepro

5.2.2 COMPARACIÓN CON LOS RESULTADOS REALES
Es difícil realizar una comparación entre los datos que se recogieron en el
colector solar y la simulación en este software. No trabaja con una temperatura de
entrada del fluido calorportador (tin) al colector, si no que simula tomando diferentes
valores de la misma. Así, se estimó conveniente que la confrontación de resultados se
basaría en la comparación de eficiencias. Se utilizó para ello la ecuación de segundo
orden:


La media de error fue bastante alta: 14,55%, aunque por ello no se puede
afirmar que la aplicación es totalmente incapaz.

6. CONCLUSIONES
La energía solar térmica, y especialmente el agua caliente sanitaria, es una de
las energías renovables con mayor presente y futuro. La posibilidad de un uso a nivel
individual de aplicaciones gratuitas que ayuden en el diseño, cómo las que se acaban
de analizar, parece muy importante. Puede ayudar a iniciarse en el diseño de una
instalación solar, sin necesidad de amplios conocimientos, así como ahorrar
inversiones inútiles.
9 Kolektor
- Fácil de usar. Dibujos de las diferentes partes del colector en ventanas muy
funcionales.
- Obtención de resultados útiles, completos e intuitivos. Además puedes elegir entre
múltiples opciones para realizar la simulación. Aunque a veces la elección del modo
de transferencia por convección puede resultar confuso, debido al alto número de
opciones.
- La comparación con los datos reales arrojó resultados satisfactorios, pudiendo
concluirse que el software es válido, aproximándose mucho a la realidad.
- Se podrían citar algunos aspectos mejorables en la aplicación; no se entiende que
un programa tan completo no incluya algunos resultados, cuya obtención requiere
códigos tan fáciles de programar, como Qu o .
9 Codepro
- Aparentemente más moderno y detallado que Kolektor.
- La introducción de datos es fácil e intuitiva.
- Los resultados son mostrados en forma de gráfica y en fórmulas.
- Es un gran error que esta aplicación no funcione correctamente con algunas
versiones de Windows, cómo Windows Vista.
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1. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The objective of this project is the evaluation of two types of free software in
order to work using solar panels simulation: KOLEKTOR and CODEPRO. Software
results will be compared with real data obtained from Cracow University of Technology
solar panel. If we are interested on buying a solar panel these programs allow us to
know which one should be chosen considering future location. Better control of solar
panels will be possible without the need of difficult calculations.
Although there are more powerful and specific programs it is interesting to know
something about the ones aforementioned because they are free, comprehensive and
moreover easy to use.
This report is divided in eight chapters:
9 In the first one the objectives of the report will be explained.
9 The second chapter will consist of a little introduction about solar context
and general explanations about the sun and radiation energy.
9 Third chapter deals with a complete analysis of thermal solar energy
being centered in low temperature- thermal solar energy and solar
panel´s elements.
9 In the fourth chapter the actual situation of renewable and thermal solar
energy installations in the world is presented.
9 Fifth chapter is one of the most important, dealing with software
description and the comparison with real results.
9 Conclusions will be presented in the sixth chapter.
9 Seventh chapter contains bibliography.
9 Eighth chapter presents selected correlations for natural and turbulent
forced convection.




2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 ENERGY CONTEXT
Renewable energy is energy generated from natural resources. It is
inexhaustible by human scale. It is also respectful with the environment. There are
different kinds of renewable energy: hydraulic, wind, biomass, solar, geothermal, ocean
energy, etc.
Current international energetic scenario is characterized by an important
increase of oil prize and by environmental agreements, obtained in Kyoto Protocol.
This Protocol requires countries to head energetic sustainable development policies.
Energetic model sustainability depends on renewable energy sources
development and self control of energetic demand. Efforts to achieve these two
objectives enable European Union to lead world strategy to stop climatic change and
improve air quality. The need to improve energetic efficiency is also important to
achieve self-sufficient objective, stopping increasing energetic dependence European
Union has.
Petroleum price increase is an important threat for European economy growth
possibilities, and in global terms for worldwide economy. The evolution of oil price in
last year’s is shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Oil prices evolution (source: Eurotrib)

High energetic imported dependence can be a problem for energetic supply in
long term, as European commission says, and high oil prices can do macroeconomic
imbalances as a result of interior prices and inflation tension in petroleum and
derivates.
Most energy consumed is fossil origin (petroleum, coal and natural gas), and is
highly contaminant. It is clear that fossil combustibles have some problems which make
recommended primary energy source diversification. They are not renewal energies,



their generation process invest millions of years while consume is very fast. Thus, their
exhaustion is question of time, and following actual way of consume it is not very long
time. If environmental questions are attempted it can be commented that theirs
extraction in deposit is devastating big natural areas. Moreover, their transport cause
sometimes big ecologic disasters, and their combustion cause global warm. Natural
gas extraction and transport do not cause danger damages, but it combustion is equal
pernicious generating CO2 emissions, although NOx and CO2 emissions are lower.
In figure 2.2 it is shown renewable energy share of global final energy
consumption (year 2006).






Figure 2.2: Energy share of global energy consumption (source: ESTIF)



Energetic challenge requires a double strategy: diversify sources and reduce
fossils consume. It is an European Union objective. In “European commission Green
book”, in energetic area, it can be found three main European energetic objectives:
European strategy for sustainable, secure and competitive energy.
Main assets using renewal energies are:
•

Environmental assets: Renewable energies do not produce CO2 and other
contaminants emissions; they do not generate difficult treatment residues and
are inexhaustible. Generate time is almost equal to consume time.

•

Strategy assets: Renewable energies are autochthonous and avoid external
dependence.

•

Socioeconomic assets: Renewable energies presents five times more job
creation than conventional ones. They also contribute regional balance because
they use to be installed in rural areas.

There are also some renewal energies disadvantages:
•
•

•

Solar cells manufacture costs are high.
Solar cells are made out of chemicals and ecologically damaging
materials. For that reason disposing of solar cells is not really
environment-friendly.
The amount of sunlight that arrives at the earth's surface is not
constant. It depends on location, time of day, time of year, and weather
conditions.




2.2 THE SUN AS ENERGY SOURCE
Earths live is linked with Sun existence. Without Sun energy is impossible any
organic activity. Thus, all different energies, except nuclear energy, are based in
energy obtained from the Sun: wind energy, hydraulic energy, fossil energy, etc. They
are generated by Sun energy transformation.
The Sun is the principal energy source for all process.The mean distance of the
Sun from the Earth is approximately 149,600,000 kilometers, or 92,960,000 miles, and
its light travels this distance in 8 minutes and 19 seconds. Energy from the Sun, in the
form of sunlight, supports almost all life on Earth via photosynthesis, and drives the
Earth's climate and weather.The surface of the Sun consists of hydrogen (about 74%
of its mass, or 92% of its volume), helium (about 24% of mass, 7% of volume), and
trace quantities of other elements, including iron, nickel, oxygen, silicon, sulfur,
magnesium, carbon, neon, calcium, and chromium. In its nucleus are producing
continuous atomic nuclear fission reactions which changed hydrogen in helium. This
process frees a big quantity of energy which leave to visible sun surface and escape in
ray sun form to exterior space.
In the Earth arrives equivalence of
solar energy each second,
which represent equivalent power of 170 millions of nuclear reactors of 1.000 MW
electricity power, 10.000 times world energy consume. This mean that the Sun is a free
energy source, accessible for all (any country can use it), and respectful with
environment.
Light is one of the ways energy uses to travel. In Sun case, solar rays propagate
through space in electromagnetic wave energy form. This phenomenon, called solar
radiation, is the responsible of an energetic continue contribution of approximately
(solar constant) the Earth receives. In one year, this quantity is equivalent
as 20 times the energy stored in all fossil reserves around the world.
Not all radiation that arrives on the Earth can pass atmospheric high layers. In
fact, one third of solar intercepted energy is coming back to exterior space. This is due
to proportions of water vapor, methane, ozone and carbon dioxide acting like a
protective barrier. This barrier is the responsible of not very strong temperature
changes in Earth surface, or the existence of liquid water since millions of years.
Moreover, not all Earth surface receive same quantity of energy. To establish
exactly the energy quantity received in a concrete place, it is necessary to consider
aspects like inclination degree regard to perpendicular plane of its orbit around The
Sun (23,5º), the time of the day, the season and especially weather conditions. In
cloudy days, radiation intensity decreases, so energy received by solar installations is
smaller. This does not mind that presenting less sun hours, regions like North Europe
countries, solar energy would be insignificant. Thus, global solar radiation in cities as
Berlin, Hamburg or Zurich reach measurements values of
.
It can be considered global incident radiation as a sum of three kinds of radiation:
•
•
•

Direct radiation: It is radiation which arrives in the sun without suffering
direction changes.
Diffuse radiation: It is radiation originated by diffuse effects of atmospheric
components. On a cloudy day all the radiation received is diffuse one.
Reflected radiation: It is happened when pick up surface is in a degree
different of zero with horizontal plane.




Figure 2.3: Radiation types (source: energyteach)

Solar energy is defined as these applications which convert solar energy in any
form of suitable energy to use. Most common applications are:
• Thermal solar energy: It is a system which uses the energy from solar rays to
use it in heat form. This energy can be used in direct way (warm a swimming
pool) or indirect way (heating system). The most common applications are
heating water system and heating system, although there are others interesting
applications like solar cooking.
• Photovoltaic solar energy: It is a system which converts solar energy in electric
energy. It has a promising future.
• Thermoelectric solar energy: It is a new system which is actually in
development.

Collector orientation, location and size

Solar collectors are most effective if the energy-absorbing surface is
perpendicular to the sun's rays. Although collectors are available which can be
adjusted to track or follow the sun across the sky, the expense and complexity of such
equipment normally cannot be justified for farm use. Instead, stationary collectors are
used on walls or roofs, or as free-standing units.




3. THERMAL SOLAR ENERGY
Thermal solar energy technology uses solar radiation which is an abundant and
attractive resource, in order to warm a fluid, usually water or air. Conversion of sun light
energy in heat energy is direct, without men intervention.
Any material experiments a temperature increase in natural way when it is
under solar radiation. In solar thermal installation, solar panels use dark colors in order
to pick up as high solar radiation quantity as it is possible.
Actual procedure is based in absorption of thermal energy contained in Sun
rays. Once the fluid, which is circulating inside the installation, is warmed it is
necessary to avoid its cooling using an efficient thermal insulation. The most common
fluid is water. It is usually used storage tank to keep warm in fluid mass. However,
storage tanks can lose part of thermal energy won in time. Thus, the installation is
conditioned by quantity of radiation received and energy demand at this moment. In
moments without enough radiation or/and higher consume automatically an auxiliary
warming system stars to work. This support system uses a conventional energetic
system: gas, electricity or oil.
There are three types of solar thermal systems; low temperature collectors,
medium temperature collectors, and high temperature collectors. Next different thermal
solar systems will be explained. Low temperature thermal solar energy will be analyzed
on detail

3.1 HIGH TEMPERATURE- THERMAL SOLAR
ENERGY
Higher temperatures solar collectors cost more money than other collectors. In
this kind of technology, solar radiation can be used to generate electricity in largescale. Firstly, there is a process which converts heat in mechanical energy. Then, this
energy is converted in electric energy; it can achieve high capacities in electricity
production. This technology is based on capacity to concentrate sun rays and the
capacity to achieve high temperatures. High-temperature solar thermal collectors use
mirrors or lenses to concentrate solar radiation. This technique is called Concentrated
Solar Power, or CSP. Concentrated Solar Power plants creates heat first, which is
usually stored before being converted to electricity. This kind of installations can
exceed 2.000 ºC using big number of mirrors focus to one point, in order to warm the
fluid until it become in vapor. Due to high pressure achieved is possible activate a
turbine which will propel an electric generator. Different kinds of high temperature
collectors are shown on figure 3.1:
•

Parabolic Trough Design: This design uses long arrays of parabolic mirrors
that are aligned in the north-south direction. These mirrors turn to face directly
towards the sun as it moves across the sky from east to west, during the day.
Thus, there is only one axis of rotation in the tracking mechanism

•

Power Tower: Using many heliostats (mirrors), the sun is focused onto a
central tower using tracking mechanisms. The power tower can use this
concentrated solar energy to heat up water directly and run a steam turbine to
generate electricity. When power is requested the heated molten salt is




circulated through pipes that exchange heat with a steam turbine to produce
electricity. After exchanging heat with the steam turbine the (cooler) molten salt
goes into a “cold” storage tank. The efficiency of a power tower is around 1820%, more efficient than a parabolic trough system because the sun’s energy is
focused to a point resulting in higher heat. Efficiency as high as 25% can be
achieved with larger installations. Efficiency is somewhat proportional to the
size of the installation. Power tower installations are much less common than
parabolic troughs. Although they tend to have higher efficiency they are a
relatively new technology. However, parabolic trough plants are a fully mature
technology with low technical and financial risk when it comes to developing
plants in the near term.
•

Stirling Dishes: Another means to utilize the sun’s thermal energy is with a
parabolic dish. The figures below show a SunCatcher system produced by
Stirling Energy Systems (http://www.stirlingenergy.com). A Stirling engine is
placed near the focal point of a large parabolic dish, around 11 m in diameter.
The dish is pointed directly at the sun using a tracking mechanism. This allows
the sun’s energy to be continuously focused onto a receiver placed at the focal
point. This receiver channels the heat energy into a Stirling engine which then
generates electricity. The Stirling engine is unique among heat engines in that
all it needs to run is a hot and cold source. A working gas (usually hydrogen) is
contained inside the engine at high pressure. This gas is cyclically compressed
and expanded in the cold space and the hot space, respectively, to produce
power. Its efficiency is around 30%. This is currently the highest efficiency of
any device that converts solar energy to electricity. It is comparable to the
efficiency of coal-fired generating stations.

Figure 3.1: High temperature collectors (source: higher technical Nicosia-Cyprus




3.2 MEDIUM TEMPERATURE-THERMAL
SOLAR ENERGY
This technology uses a system that can concentrate solar radiation using lens or
parabolic mirrors. Actually the most developed is cylinder-parabolic pick up system.
Work fluids used are oil or saline solutions, so they allow us to work with higher
temperatures. This system uses mirrors in order to warm the fluid (oil or saline
solutions) until it became on vapor, which can be move a turbine. In resume, thermal
energy is converted on mechanical energy.
Medium temperature collectors also consist on flat plates and are mainly used
to supply hot water in residential and commercial buildings. For example it can supply
up to fifty percent of the hot water used in commercial and residential buildings in the
United States. On figure 3.2 it is shown an example:

Figure 3.2: Medium temperature-thermal solar installation

Medium-temperature installations can use any of several designs. Common
designs are pressurized glycol, drain back, and batch systems. Other use is cooking.
Solar cookers use sunlight for cooking, drying and pasteurization. Solar cooking offsets
fuel costs, reduces demand for fuel or firewood, and improves air quality by reducing or
removing a source of smoke.

3.3 LOW TEMPERATURE-THERMAL SOLAR
ENERGY
This kind of energy is usually used in domestic field and usually installations are
placed in buildings or houses flat roof. The system process is very simple. Firstly, it has
to be mentioned that temperature cannot be bigger than 120ºC. In figure 3.3 it can be
observed an example of.

 


Figure 3.3: Example of a house using low temperature- thermal solar energy

This work is based on low temperature thermal solar energy. Firstly this system will be
explained on detail and then, different applications that use this system will be tackled.

3.3.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF LOW TEMPERATURE THERMAL SOLAR INSTALLATION

A thermal solar installation is composed by the following systems:
• Collection system: It converts solar radiation in thermal energy increasing
work fluid temperature.
• Exchange system: It is responsible of heat exchange between work fluid in
primary system and water that circulates in secondary system.
•

Accumulation system: It keeps thermal energy in hot water form.

•
•

Transport system: It makes possible work fluid and water circulation.
Control system: It has to ensure proper solar installation working.

• Support energy system: It has to work providing energy in case solar
installation is not enough to cover energy needs. For example, in case of high
demand.

In figure 3.4, it is shown a basic solar installation sketch.




Figure 3.4: Basic sketch of solar installation

It can be distinguished among three different systems or circuits:
• Primary system: It is composed by solar panels and pipes, which join them.
Work fluid pick up thermal energy from panels and guide it to secondary system
across the heat exchanger.
• Secondary system: It is in charge of picking up energy from primary system
using heat exchanger. Moreover, it has to transfer this energy to accumulation
system.
• Consume circuit: Departures from cold water net and arrives on consume
points.

3.3.1.1 SOLAR INSTALLATION ELEMENTS
3.3.1.1

a) SOLAR PANEL

In technical and economic point of view it is the main part of solar installation. In
this section flat solar collectors will be explained on detail. They are most used, and
software is going to explain in this work use with this kind of panels.
Solar panel absorbs short radiation wave (in the absorber) increasing its
temperature. When temperature is required one heat carrier fluid begins to circulate
and its temperature increase. This fluid pick up energy to storage place or this energy
is using on direct application to satisfied energy demand. Depending panels features,
and above all operation temperature, different kinds of heat carrier fluid are used.
Normally, air, water or thermal oils are used.
Not all the energy is changed in useful thermal energy. Part of this energy is
radiated to exterior in electromagnetic waves form. Wave length depends of
temperature. By convection and conduction energy is dissipated from panel to
environment, on the condition that panel temperature is higher than exterior
temperature.
 


¾ FLAT- PLATE COLLECTOR
First accurate model of flat- plate collectors were developed by Hottel and
Whillier in the 1950s. This collector works providing good outputs until 80ºC and has an
advance technologic development. There are many flat plate manufacturers and
because it, there is a wide range of qualities and prices.
Mainly flat plate components are: the glazing, the frame, the absorber and the
insulation. Two examples of flat-plates are shown in figure 3.5. Different components
can be observed:

Figure 3.5: Flat plates and different elements (source: newenergydirection)

Operation begins when radiation crosses the glazing and arrives in absorber
surface. It is warmed and emits radiations wave, shorter than solar ones, between 4,5
µm and 7,2 µm. Glazing is opaque for this kind of radiation. Thus, part of the radiation
emitted by absorber is absorbed by glazing and the rest is reflected by interior glazing
surface. Next, it is the glazing which begins to warm its self and emit radiation. Half is
emitted to exterior (it is consider lost), but rest half is emitted to interior and contributes
warming more absorber surface. This phenomenon is called warming effect.
It will be defined two important temperatures:
Static balance temperature (Ts): It is considered under sun exposition and
without fluid circulation. Collector temperature begins to increase, also
conduction, radiation and convection loss. In one moment energy loss and
energy that collector received from the Sun will be equal, and temperature will
be stable. This temperature is Ts.
• Dynamic balance temperature (Td): Starts previous situation and heat carrier
fluid begins to circulate with same constant conditions (radiation, wind speed,
environmental temperature, volume of flow, etc.). After some time it will
achieved new balance temperature: Td. Obviously, it is smaller than Ts.
Highest temperature collector can be achieved is static balance temperature

•

(Ts) and it is important to know it because:
 


•

•

•

When solar installation is stopped, because breakdown, disconnection or other
cause, Ts will be achieved. Usually, this will happen on summer. It is necessary
to take care in order heat carrier fluid, panels and the installation in general do
not suffer damages.
It is maximum theoretical temperatures installation can achieve. Therefore,
temperature achieved is always smaller than Ts.
It is a good parameter to know about thermal and optical collector quality.
Higher Ts collector means that it is good picking up energy.

Heat is transferred (and in this case lost) in three ways:
•

•
•

By conduction: When the molecules of one material come in contact with the
molecules of another, heat is transferred from the warmer one to the colder one
by kinetic energy of the molecules.
By convection: When a warm surface heats air in contact with, and this air
flows away by gravity.
By radiation: All matter gives off long wave infrared radiation in proportion to its
temperature. If the object gives off more radiation than it receives from the
environment, it will lose heat. Because low temperature solar collector does not
control any of these heat loss factors, performance falls off very rapidly as
collector temperature rises above the ambient temperature.

¾ FLAT- PLATE ELEMENTS
9 Glazing
It is a flat element made whit transparent material for solar radiation. Principal
qualities that glazing has to have are the followings:
• Cause warming effect and decrease loss, because convection and radiation,
improving collector output.
• Insure collector water tightness, as frame and joint do.
Warming effect defines physic glazing qualities. It can be resumed in the
following points:
•

High transmission coefficient for 0,3-3 µm wavelength. Most solar energy is in
this margin. It is not advisable use plastic to build glazing.

•

On the other hand, glazing must have low transmission coefficient for long
wavelength (up 3 µm). This is necessary to provoke an efficient way warming
effect.

•

It must have low thermal conductivity coefficient, which difficulties heat cross
from glazing interior surface to environment. It minimizes losses.

•

Interior face must have high reflection coefficient for long radiation wavelength
emitted by absorber. These waves can be reflected in this face and can return
to absorber again.

•

Exterior surface should not keep dirt in order to raining can slip easily.




Glass is most used material to build glazing, although there are some cases it is
used transparent plastic materials (methacrylate and polyethylene). These plastic
materials present similar optical properties as the glass.
9 Absorber
Its mission is receiving solar radiation, change it into heat and transmit it to work
fluid. It is a flat surface constituted for one metallic sheet or various metallic athletes
that be sticked on hydraulic circuit where work fluid circulates in order to evacuate gain
energy.
Copper is most used material, and in some designs aluminum or steel. Pipes
are usually done with copper. It has properly thermal and mechanic properties.
Optical absorber characteristics (reflectance, emmitance and absortance) have
big influence in output solar radiation conversion.
Heat transmission to work liquid depends of metal conductivity and thickness,
space between tubes and its diameters, liquid output, kind of regime (turbulent or
laminar) and the soldiering.
There are many kinds of absorbers depending internal hydraulic configuration.
Actually, serpentine pipe form is most used. This model is shown in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Absorber in serpentine pipe form

Next, it will be studied one kind of special absorbers: Plastic absorber for
heating of a swimming pool.Due to their limited pressure and temperature durability,
plastic absorbers are mainly used for the heating pool water. In this case, the desired
temperature level is only a few degrees higher than the ambient temperature. Thus,
simple plastic absorbers can usually be mounted uncovered on a flat roof or on a lawn.
Since they are made entirely of plastic, they have the advantage of a single-circuit
operation. The chlorinated pool water is directly pumped through the absorbers by a
circulation pump and no heat exchanger is needed. This type of absorber is shown in
figure 3.7:




Figure 3.7: Plastic absorbers

9 Frame
Frame mission is double: protect and support different collector elements, and
joining the building where the collector is situated. The frame is, together the glazing,
the responsible of containing rest of collector elements, giving stiffness and protecting
collector from environment. Therefore, frame design has to present enough mechanical
resistance to support use conditions, and it must be done by materials that have good
performance with environment.
It is very important count with possible thermal expansion of different collector
components during design stage.
9 Insulation
This element is one of the most important. It is placed in the two laterals and on
frame´s depth. This insulation has to be very efficient. Appreciated characteristics are:
•
•

Good performance when temperatures were high. On summer, when
installation is stopped, 150ºC can be achieved.
Insulation cannot vaporize on work range temperatures. In case it would not
keep this rule, optical frame and absorber properties could decrease.

Using mineral wool, urethane or polyurethane case insulation becomes popular
for solar collectors. They have a higher insulation value per inch of thickness than do
not any other practical insulation material and are very east to handle. However, they
has to be used in solar collectors paying great care. Otherwise, well-designed solar
collector will experience stagnation temperatures that will cause the insulation of this
type to outgas and rapidly destroy the effectiveness of the collector. Urethane and
closely related products may be prohibited in collectors in fire hazard areas, because of
their toxic fume production. When these materials are used in solar collectors, they
should be used underneath a substantial blanket of other insulation material, such as
binder-free fiberglass to reduce the hazard of exposure to high temperatures, and
should have an intervening tight vapor barrier. When fiberglass is used, a larger
thickness is required than would be needed for urethane or related products. For ease
of handling, many fiberglass products contain resinous binder materials, but it has a
less heat appearance, binder-free fiberglass should be used. Binder-free fiberglass has
the full insulating properties of fiberglass with binders.




Case insulation is not the only important thermal insulation in a quality collector.
The absorber plate and connecting tubing penetrating the enclosure must be thermally
insulated from the case at all points of support. Heat losses can be severe if either the
absorber or tubing touches the case or is supported through heat-conducting materials
to the case.
¾ KINDS OF FLAT PLATES
There are two principal kinds of flat-plates:
• Liquid flat-plate collectors: Heat liquid as it
flows through tubes in or adjacent to the
absorber plate.
• Air flat-plate collectors: They are used
primarily for solar space heating. The
absorber plates in air collectors can be metal
sheets, layers of screen, or non-metallic
materials. The air flows past the absorber by
using natural convection or a fan. Because
air conducts heat much less readily than
liquid does, less heat is transferred from an
air collector's absorber than from a liquid
collector's absorber, and air collectors are
typically less efficient than liquid collectors.
Different types of air flat-plate collectors are
Figure 3.8: Liquid flat-plate collector
shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10.

Figure 3.9: Air collector

Figure 3.10: Air collector (Source: highertechnical NicosiaCyprus)

¾ SOLAR COLLECTORS WITH VACUUM TECHNOLOGY
9 Evacuated tubes collectors
Evacuated-tube collectors can achieve higher temperatures, making them more
appropriate for cooling applications and commercial and industrial application.
However, evacuated-tube collectors are more expensive than flat-plate collectors, with
unit area costs about twice that of flat-plate collectors.
The collectors are usually made of parallel rows of transparent glass tubes.
Each tube contains a glass outer tube and metal absorber tube attached to a fin.
The fin is covered with a coating that absorbs solar energy well, but which inhibits




radioactive eat loss. Air is removed, or evacuated, from the space between the two
glass tubes to form a vacuum, which eliminates conductive and convective heat loss.
Evacuated tubes collectors are achieving high popularity in countries whose
weather is cold and in Asiatic south east. Above all in China. A new evacuated-tube
design is available from the Chinese manufacturers, such as: Beijing Sunda Solar
Energy Technology Co. Ltd. The "dewar" design features a vacuum contained between
two concentric glass tubes, with the absorber selective coating on the inside tube.
Water is typically allowed to thermosyphon down and back out the inner cavity to
transfer the heat to the storage tank. There are no glass-to-metal seals. This type of
evacuated tube has the potential to become cost-competitive with flat plates.

Figure 3.11: Evacuated- Tube Collector (source: energytech)

There are two different kind of evacuated tube technology:
•
•

Evacuated tubes, direct interchange: In this kind of collectors heat fluid pass
direct across the vacuum tube form collector pressure pipe.
Evacuated tubes, “heat pipe”: The heat pipe is hollow with the space inside
evacuated, much the same as the solar tube. In this case insulation is not the
goal, but rather to alter the state of the liquid inside. Inside the heat pipe is a
small quantity of purified water and some special additives. At sea level water
boils at 100ºC, but if you climb to the top of a mountain the boiling temperature
will be less than 100ºC . This is due to the difference in air pressure.
Based on this principle of water boiling at a lower temperature with decreased
air pressure, by evacuating the heat pipe, we can achieve the same result. The
heat pipes used in solar collectors have a boiling point of only 30oC. So when
the heat pipe is heated above 30oC the water vaporizes. This vapor rapidly rises
to the top of the heat pipe transferring heat. As the heat is lost at the condenser
(top), the vapor condenses to form a liquid (water) and returns to the bottom of
the heat pipe to once again repeat the process.
At room temperature the water forms a small ball, much like mercury does
when poured out on a flat surface at room temperature. When the heat pipe is
shaken, the ball of water can be heard rattling inside. Although it is just water, it
sounds like a piece of metal rattling inside.
Material quality and cleaning are extremely important to the creation of a good
quality heat pipe. If there are any impurities inside the heat pipe it will affect the
performance. The purity of the copper itself must also be very high, containing




only trace amounts of oxygen and other elements. If the copper contains too
much oxygen or other elements, they will leach out into the vacuum forming a
pocket of air in the top of the heat pipe. This has the effect of moving the heat
pipe's hottest point (of the heat condenser end) downward away from the
condenser. This is obviously detrimental to performance, hence the need to use
only very high purity copper. An example of heat pipe will be shown in figure
3.12:

Figure 3.12: General description “heat pipe” (source: energytech)

9 Vacuum flat plat collector
Its design is very similar as flat-plate collector. The difference is that is built with
materials which make possible high outputs and have special characteristics. One of
them is “selective surfaces”; materials are able to absorb some frequencies as infrared,
but they hardly emit, allowing absorption around 95%.
It is also outstanding that convection losses are minimizing at maximum. Using
these collectors it can be achieved 120 ºC. The disadvantaged using these systems is
the employment of expensive materials and also vacuum process, which requires
complicated maintenance.

3.3.1.1

b) SOLAR STORAGE TANK

Hot water tank is the second most essential component in a thermal solar
system, collectors are the first. The correct storage tank choice, and dimensioning,
contributes decisively to the solar fraction achieved. The storage tank stores water that
is heated first by the sun. If the temperature of this water is too low, due to cloudy
weather, the backup heat source kicks in to bring the water up to temperature. It is an
indispensable element to produce solar hot water because solar energy is
discontinuous during the time and thermal energy demand does not coincide with
energy consume. Thus, usually, best is to keep this energy in heat form in storages
created especially for this function: solar storage tanks. It is usually made up to have
only one storage. It has vertical distribution and is placed in interiors. However, it is
possible to divide accumulation volume in two or more storages if it is necessary.
It is very important following a correct storage tank design. If storage tank
design is undersized, solar circuit can be overheated. This entail output loss and




produce a faster solar installation deteriorate. An oversized design can prevent
achieving wishes temperatures and entail unnecessary increase in the installation cost.
Designing solar storage tanks can be followed this proportion:

V: Storage tank volume (l)
A: Collectors area sum
Storage tanks are usually taller than wide because in this way it is produced a
thermal stratification. It can be achieved highest temperatures on top and lowest
temperatures in lower part. Thus, installation efficiency increases when thermal
stratification increases. For this reason it is very important place pipes correctly.
Entrance and exit connections should be like this:
-Hot water entrance connection from heat exchanger would be placed between
50-75% of storage tank height.
-Cold water exit connection from storage to heat exchangers must be placed in
lower part.
-Come back connection from consume net and cold water net must be in lower
part.
-Hot water exit from storage must be situated in
top.
It is also advisable using a stratification device
which allows hot water entrance can be discharged in
different storage tank elevations. This way water is mixed
with water with same temperature avoiding different
temperatures mixes.
Material choice is very important. Corrosion has to
be avoided. Generally, it is not advisable design a storage
tank mixing two different nature materials. This can create
a galvanic pair which can provoke oxidation. Corrosion can
be fought using electronic systems or using “sacrificial
anode”.

Figure 3.13: Stiebel.Solar
Storage Tank model

In order to decrease thermal loss exterior solar storage tank surface and pipes
should be insulated. If it is in the exterior, this insulation has to have dampness and
solar radiation resistance.
There are many kinds and sizes of tanks at various prices: vitrified steel with
anodic protection, stainless steel, copper, black steel, etc. Majority do not have heat
exchangers integrated. Only few have it. The disadvantage is that in case of heat
exchanger breakdown, water storage tank is useless. If water with high percent of lime
is used, storage tank cleaning is difficult.




3.3.1.1

c) HEAT EXCHANGER

A heat exchanger is a device built in order to improve heat transfer from one
medium to another, whether the media are separated by a solid wall so that they never
mix, or the media are in direct contact. In solar installations it must be able to do even if
temperatures of different circuits were lower.
In solar installations, indirect
exchanges (fluids never mix) are used.
There are two circuits:
• Primary circuit: Its function is
picking up solar energy. Heat fluid
circulates in a close circuit.
• Secondary circuit: Its function is
satisfying the demand, before an
intermediate pass across solar
storage tank
Figure 3.14: Heat exchanger (source: IDAE)

Efficacy is the most important parameter to evaluate heat exchanger (do not
confuse with efficiency).
•

•

Efficacy measures energy transmission capacity that heat exchanger has
between two circuits. It is a quotient between the energy transfered and the
maximum energy would be transferred.
Efficient measures used energy with available energy. It presents high values,
close to 1.

It is very important efficacy would be high because in this way primary fluid
temperature in heat exchanger exit will be similar as secondary fluid temperature in
entrance. It advisable efficacy values higher that 0,7.

Figure 3.15: Cell heat exchanger (left) and serpentine one into solar storage tank (source: Transol)




3.3.1.1

d) AUXILIARY ENERGY SYSTEM

It is necessary to have a conventional energy system. It has to guarantee cover
energy requirements when solar system does not work. We cannot forget that using
solar systems it is an objective save money. During winter it is usually bad weather.
Therefore, at this time solar energy contribution is low and solar storage tank could
lose all the energy kept. For this reason, auxiliary system has to cover all energy
requirements.
On the majority of installations auxiliary energy system is placed on series with
energy solar system. Solar system preheats fluid and then, it crosses auxiliary system.
On the other hand, if auxiliary installation is placed on parallel solar system is forced to
achieve demand temperature. In this way, solar collectors are forced to work suffering
high temperatures, entailing efficiency loss.
Auxiliary energy systems will be ordered depending kind of energy they use:
•

Electric systems: If small systems are being used in order to produce hot
water, auxiliary energy can be provided using an electric resistance integrated
in an auxiliary accumulator. This option is not very advisable.

•

Boilers (fossil fuel): It is most chosen option. There are gas, gasoil or coal
boilers.

It will be shown (table 3.1) how important is solar energy in order to decrease gas
emissions, which provoke global warming. Above all CO2.
Energy source
Domestic gasoil
Natural gas
Coil
Electricity

CO2 emissions (Kg/kWh)
0,29
0,20
0,34
0,68

Table 3.1: CO2 emissions depending energy source (source: Transol)

•

Biomass boilers: In economical term, it is not a high inversion and its
amortization is fast. It is cheaper than fossils combustibles. The maintenance is
more expensive due to biomass combustible fumes be in boilers wall and this is
not advisable if we want achieve great outputs. To finish it is important to
comment that fossil fuels have highest outputs.

3.3.1.1

e) HYDRAULIC BOMBS

A new solar installation classification will be introduced:
•

Forced water circulation systems: They are based in a pressure bomb
moved by electric energy. This energy expense has to realized when the
collector is being designed. Using this mechanism we can easily control fluid
flow and we can also stop heat transference when water does not circulate




warmer than deposit water. This type of system is very used in cold weather
areas and for all kind of solar installations.

• Natural water circulation systems: They do not count with pressure bombs,

so its main advantage is that they do not consume electric energy. In this case
they use natural hot water circulation. This circulation tends to go up. This kind
of system is very used in hot weather areas and for small solar installations.

Figure 3.16: Natural water circulation installation (left) and forced water circulation installation (right),
(source: IDEA).

3.3.1.1

f) PIPES

Pipes length should be as short as possible in order to avoid thermal loss and
decrease load loss. Horizontal stretch must have minimum 1% incline on circulation
direction. It´s very important execute a right tubes system design in order to control
pressure and system efficiency. It is necessary look up regulation to design installation.
Deposit cal and shutters have to be avoided in tubes system. On primary circuit
copper and stainless steel could be used. Anticorrosive paint could be used as exterior
protection. On secondary system copper and stainless steel could be used. Plastic
materials are allowed if they support work temperatures and follow law. In order to
decrease thermal loss good pipes insulation have to be prepared. In case of exterior
pipes is much more important this insulation and is also allowed to use asphalt paints
or acrylic paints.

3.3.1.1

g) REGULATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

A very important component in a thermal solar plant is the electronic control of
the temperature difference: by the means of two temperature sensors, the absorber
temperature and the storage tank temperature near the heat exchanger are compared
with each other and the circulation pump is switched on when the absorber
temperature is a defined value higher than the temperature in the storage tank. If these
circumstances do not longer apply, the pump is switched off by the control system.
Mission of these systems is assure correct equipment operation and protects
equipment from overheating, freezing, etc.




•

Differential control: In differential control, control action is based on the
change (derivative) of the control error. The control error is defined as the
difference between the set point and the process output. Derivative control is
used to provide anticipative action .This is done by using the current change
(derivative) of the control error to estimate the error some time ahead and act
anticipatively on this estimation.

•

Thermostat: A thermostat is a device for regulating the temperature of a
system so that the system's temperature is maintained near a desired set point
temperature. The thermostat does this by controlling the flow of heat energy
into or out of the system. That is, the thermostat switches heating or cooling
devices on or off as needed to maintain the correct temperature. A thermostat
may be a control unit for a heating or cooling system or a component part of a
heater or air conditioner. Thermostats can be constructed in many ways and
may use a variety of sensors to measure the temperature. The output of the
sensor then controls the heating or cooling apparatus.

3.3.2

LOW TEMPERATURE -THERMAL SOLAR ENERGY,
USES AND APPLICATIONS.

3.3.2.1

SOLAR WATER HEATING

Hot sanitary water is, after heating, second energy consumer in our houses, 20
% of total consume. Solar energy offers now a completely mature and profitable option
to produce hot sanitary water.
Using these systems it can be covered 100% of demand during summer and
30-70% rest of the year, depending geographic location. In many climates, a solar
heating system can provide up to 85% of domestic hot water energy.
This application can be considered as most popular one into solar systems and
it is used more usually.

Figure 3.17: Solar water heating installation (source: higher technical Nicosia-Cyprus)

3.3.2.2

HEATING SYSTEM

Chance of satisfied, at less partially, heating needs using solar energy constitute
always an attractive potential. It is more attractive if it is noticed high cost of keep good
temperature at home in winter. 25% of energy can be saved and for this reason. In



center and north Europe this kind of installation is used to cover part of the demand.
Moreover, these equipments are compatibles with hot water production. There are
control elements which give way to heating when hot water needs have been covered.

Figure 3.18: Example of heating system (source: radiantsolar)

Two systems are used to collect solar energy for heating livestock buildingspassive and active. Passive systems require no separate solar collectors and no
medium to transfer heat from the collector to the livestock. The building itself does the
collecting.
Active systems include collector units and fans or pumps that push solar-heated
air or liquid to where the heat may be stored or used by livestock. Since heat can be
transferred from one location to another, active systems are much more versatile than
passive systems.

3.3.2.3

SOLAR POOL HEATING

In these systems, pool water circulates through a large heat exchange surface,
usually located on your roof, and absorbs Sun's energy. The principle is similar to the
way car radiator works, only these solar heat exchangers collect heat instead of
radiating it. Most solar collectors are flat black panels manufactured from high
technology plastics which have been designed to resist weather and ultraviolet
radiation.
The major advantage of these
systems is that because sunshine is
free, they have no operating cost.
Another plus for environmentally
concerned pool owners is that solar
energy is renewable and nonpolluting. The major disadvantage is
that solar does not provide heat on
demand. In other words, the solar
system can only put into the pool the
heat which is available from the sun
on any given day.
Figure 3.19: Example solar pool heating
installation (source: radiantsolar)

Collectors for heating a pool normally
do not require glazing or insulation because they operate during warmer months when



solar radiation and ambient temperatures are relatively high. This allows for a simpler
design that is usually less expensive than collectors for domestic hot water. Many pool
collectors are made of heavy duty rubber or plastic treated with a UV light inhibitor to
extend the life of the panels. The advantages of plastic collectors are that they’re
usually less expensive and weigh less than metal collectors.
Metal collectors generally are made of copper tubing mounted on an aluminum
plate. The disadvantages of metal collectors are that they are more susceptible to
corrosion and freeze damage, and the copper tubes may react with your pool’s chlorine
if the pH level falls below 7.2. Too many copper ions in pool water may form darkcolored precipitates, which can coat the pool’s walls. This discoloration can only be
removed by draining, cleaning, and repainting the pool. This problem can be reduced if
the pH level is always kept above 7.2.

3.3.2.4

SOLAR REFRIGERATION

Energetic demand in order to cool buildings is growing up year after year in
developed countries. Most of equipment used is electric but each time exists in market
more options based on solar energy. Use solar energy to produce cold is one of the
applications with more future. Some of the most international representative
organizations, as International Energy Agency, are devoting money and efforts in order
to develop this “solar cold” systems. Solar cooling can be considered for two related
processes: to provide refrigeration for food and medicine preservation and to provide
comfort cooling. There are different ways to use solar energy to refrigerate spaces, but
most feasible is absorption system. Absorption systems are similar to vapourcompression air conditioning systems but differ in the pressurisation stage. This kind of
systems are based in capacity some substances to absorb cooling fluids. Most usual
combinations of fluids include: lithium bromide-water (LiBr-H2O), where water vapour is
the refrigerant and ammonia-water (NH3-H2O) systems, where ammonia is the
refrigerant.
The pressurisation is achieved by dissolving the refrigerant in the absorbent, in
the absorber section. Subsequently, the solution is pumped to a high pressure with an
ordinary liquid pump. The addition of heat in the generator is used to separate the lowboiling refrigerant from the solution. In this way the refrigerant vapour is compressed
without the need of large amounts of mechanical energy that the vapour-compression
air conditioning systems demand.




Figure 3.20: Absorption air conditioning system (source: higher technical Nicosia-Cyprus)

3.3.2.5 SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL
PROCESS APPLICATIONS
A few solar devices are available for industrial applications, so specific
applications of solar energy and its optimization is needed. Actually there are a lot of
examples using solar systems drying, cooking, cleaning or treating some products.
Maybe, two most important processes are:
•
•

Drying solar places: Drying seeds, tobacco, wool, fish, etc.
Fluids preheating: Using this system energy and money can be saved. High
efficiencies are obtained due to the low input temperature of the solar system.
Thus, low-technology collectors can work effectively.

Figure 3.21: Possibilities of combining solar system with the existing heat supply,
(Source: higher technical Nicosia-Cyprus)




3.3.2.6

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Each year new products which use solar energy in order to provide new
services appear in market. Among all, it will be emphasized solar cooking.
Solar cooker is a device which uses sunlight as its energy source. Because it
uses no fuel and it costs nothing to run, humanitarian organizations are promoting their
use worldwide to help slow deforestation and desertification, caused by using wood as
fuel for cooking. Sometimes, solar cookers are used in outdoor cooking, especially in
situations where minimum fuel consumption or fire risks are considered highly
important. They avoid high quantity consume of wood and also decrease ill water risks
in areas like Africa, Asia or South America.

Figure 3.22: Solar cooker (source: Wikipedia)




4. ACTUAL RENEWABLE ENERGIES AND
THERMAL SOLAR ENERGY SITUATION
Renewable energy offers our planet a chance to reduce carbon emissions,
clean the air and put our civilization on a more sustainable footing. It also offers
countries around the world the chance to improve their energy security and spur
economic development. So much has happened in the renewable energy sector during
the past five years that our perceptions lag far behind the reality of where the industry
is today. Multilateral agencies and private investors alike are “mainstreaming”
renewable energy in their portfolios. Many renewable technologies and industries have
been growing at rates of 20 to 60 percent, year after year, capturing the interest of the
largest global companies. In 2007, more than $100 billion was invested in renewable
energy production assets, manufacturing, research, and development.
There are some important data in order to understand solar energy today´s
market in the world:
•

Rooftop solar heat collectors provide hot water to nearly 50 million households
worldwide, and space heating to a growing number of homes. Existing solar hot
water/heating capacity increased by 19 percent in 2006 to reach 105 gigawattsthermal (GWth) globally. Developing countries, as a group, have more than 40
percent of existing renewable power capacity, more than 70 percent of existing
solar hot water capacity.

•

Policy targets for renewable energy exist in at least 66 countries worldwide,
including all 27 European Union countries, 29 U.S. states (and D.C.), and 9
Canadian provinces. Most targets are for shares of electricity production,
primary energy, and/or final energy by a future year. Most targets aim for the
2010–2012 timeframe, although an increasing number of targets aim for 2020.
There is now an EU-wide target of 20 percent of final energy by 2020, and a
Chinese target of 15 percent of primary energy by 2020. Besides China, several
other developing countries adopted or upgraded targets during 2006/2007. In
addition, targets for biofuels as future shares of transport energy now exist in
several countries, including an EU-wide target of 10 percent by 2020.

•

Policies for solar hot water and biofuels have grown substantially in recent
years. Mandates for incorporating solar hot water into new construction
represent a strong and growing trend at both national and local levels. Many
jurisdictions also offer capital subsidies and/or conduct solar hot water
promotion programs. Below the national and state/provincial level,
municipalities around the world are setting targets for future shares of
renewable energy for government consumption or total city consumption. Some
cities have established carbon dioxide reduction targets. Many cities are
enacting policies to promote solar hot water and solar PV, and are conducting
urban planning that incorporates renewable energy.

It is very interesting look next tables which show renewable indicators and which
countries are developing strongest energy renewable systems:




Figure 4.1: Renewable indicators and “top five countries” (source: ESTIF)

Figure 4.2: Solar hot Water/heating capacity existing, selected countries, 2006 and solar hot
water/heating capacity added, selected countries, 2006 (source: ESTIF)

.




5. SOFTWARE´S DESCRIPTION:KOLEKTOR
AND CODEPRO
In this part of the report the way to use and to work with these programs will be
explained in more detail.
Firstly it is necessary to remark the importance and great use of these free
applications. It is easy to notice that being free is the best way most people can gain
access and can use them. In other engineering areas it is not so easy to find this kind
of products freely.
Computer modeling of solar thermal collectors is first approach for testing of
new construction concepts and improvements in the development and design stage for
developers and manufacturers. Virtual prototyping of solar collectors can save the
investments into number of prototypes and foreseen the collector performance in
advance. Analyses of individual construction parts and detail parameters impact on the
collector performance is necessary to make decisions on efficient solar collector
concepts for given application, operation and climatic conditions against to economic
parameters of solar collector construction.
A mathematical model is always a simplification of reality to certain extent. Too
complex mathematical models and numerical programs take huge amount of
computation time for calculations. Moreover, simplified models don’t take into
consideration important influences of detailed collector parameters and they are too
much uncertainty in calculation. In order to develop any design or simulation tool it is
crucial to find a good compromise, between the simplicity of the model and the required
level of accuracy. Moreover we avoid a lot of calculation, saving time and being secure
that there is not fail.

5.1 KOLEKTOR
This software was developed by two professors of Environmental Engineering
department of Czech Technical University in Prague. Each one has given support to
different areas of the program:
•
•

Theoretical part of the model: Ing. Tomas Matuska
Visual Basic program: Ing. Vladimir Zmrhal

So, the software tool, Kolektor, is applicable especially for designing and
prototyping (virtual) new solar flat-plate collectors resulting in efficiency curve
determination, on parametric analyses to obtain information on different parameters
influence, on collector performance and especially for investigation of thermal
performance of advanced solar collectors (building integrated, evacuated collectors,
etc.).
The best of this software is that its way of calculation is very complete. Kolektor
is based on detailed calculation of heat transfer from the collector absorber to ambient
(external energy balance) and from the collector absorber to heat transfer fluid (internal
energy balance). The advantage of the design tool is its universality to wide-range of
solar flat-plate collectors stock from evacuated to atmospheric, separately or building
integrated, covered with different types of glazing (single glazing or transparent
insulation structures), etc.

This program also tries to improve the features of others, like Codepro or
TRNSYS. So in Kolektor some fails of these applications had been corrected. One very
important difference is that Kolektor allow us to execute energy performance, modeling
of advanced solar collectors (collectors integrated into building envelope, evacuated
flat-plate collectors, rare gas filled collectors or solar collector with glazing made of
transparent insulation structures), while using other applications, it is impossible.

5.1.1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this part of the report the theoretical mathematical model of the program will
be summarized. A dense and exhaustive analysis of the text is not going to be done
because it is not the objective. Larger and extensive information about this topic can be
found in some books which titles are in the reference section of this work.
Detailed geometrical, thermal and optical properties of individual elements of
solar collector and climatic and operation conditions are the input parameters of the
model. Basic outputs of the model are usable heat gain (Qu), efficiency (Ș) with respect
to reference collector area (aperture area Aa) and output heat transfer fluid temperature
tout. The advanced outputs as heat transfer coefficients, temperatures of main surfaces
in collector layout and stagnation temperature can be also obtained from the model.
In short, there are two heat transfers, as we have written before: external energy
balance and internal energy balance. There are different ways to express heat
transference, but in this software is used Hottel-Whillier equation for usable thermal
power:


      






        

(1)

 : Useful thermal power from collector (W)
 : Collector aperture area  
 : Collector heat removal factor
 : Solar radiation transmittance of collector cover glazing
 : Solar radiation absorptance of collector absorber
: Solar irradiation !" 
# : Heat loss coefficient !"  $
%&' : Input fluid temperature (°C)
% : Ambient temperature (°C)


Both, external and internal energy balances, are mutually dependent, superior
iteration loop has been introduced to transfer the results from external energy balance
to internal (overall collector heat loss coefficient U) and from internal energy balance
results to external balance (absorber temperature tabs).












5.1.1.1

EXTERNAL ENERGY BALANCE (ABSORBER-AMBIENT)

General external energy balance of the absorber can be described by the
following equation. It is shown in differential form:
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#0 : Heat loss coefficient for front side of the collector!"  $
#1 : Heat loss coefficient for back side of the collector!"  $
#2 : Heat loss coefficient for edge side of the collector!"  $
3 : Collector gross area 
4 : Collector gross area 
%25 : Absorber temperature (°C)



For the calculation of the heat transfer in solar collector we should bear in mind
the three kinds of heat transfer, designated in Kolektor as: radiation (s), convection (p)
and conduction (v). The different heat transfers methods and the parts of the solar
collector that take part on them are going to be explained on detail.
Firstly each part of the solar collector will be identified in the same way the
software do, so the view of the results will be easier:

Figure 5.1: Solar panel and different elements

•
•
•
•

Glazing exterior surface (p1).
Glazing interior surface (p2).
Absorber (abs).
Frame interior surface (z2).




•
•
•

Frame exterior surface (z1).
In Kolektor, for the edge side is considered the identical construction as for back
side (b1, b2).
Ambient (a).

Next, different heat transfers in solar collector will be studied:

¾ Radiation between glazing and sky (hs,p1-a)
In Kolektor this parameter could be calculated following the mathematic model
of five different authors: EN 6946, Swinbank, Bliss, Berdahl and Brunt. Different
mathematical expressions could be looked up in the appendix of the report. Although it
has been demonstrated that radiation exchange between exterior surface of cover
glazing and sky does not affect significantly overall collector heat loss, it is
recommended:
•
•

If relative humidity (ϕ) is measured and clear sky: It is recommended to use
Swinbank, Berdahl or Brunt mathematical model.
Cloudy sky: It is recommended to use EN 6946 mathematical model.

¾ Wind convection from glazing to ambient (hp,p1-a)
Heat transfer by convection, from exterior surface of collector cover glazing to
ambient environment, under realistic conditions (natural and forced wind convection) is
quite problematic. There are a big number of relationships and correlations derived
from experiments, reproducing the boundary conditions of solar collector installation. It
depends, above all, of wind speed (w). Different results could be obtained testing in the
same conditions. It could be seen on the graph situated in the appendix of the report.
In this software only five of those different models could be used: Mc Adams,
Watmuff, Test, Kumar and Sharpels. Different options have been used and it is
recommended to use Mc Adams model due to it works with all the range of wind
speeds.

¾ Conduction through glazing (hv,p1-p2)
Thermal transmittance of cover glazing is governed by the following expression:
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Where
λp1-p2 : Thermal conductivity of cover glazing !"  $
Lp1-p2: Thickness of cover glazing or transparent cover structure @
This parameter is not an output of Kolektor.

¾ Radiation between absorber and cover glazing (hs,abs-p2)
Kolektor uses Stefan-Boltzman law.




(3)

¾ Natural convection in closed gas layer between absorber and
glazing(hp,abs-p2)
There are a lot of models according on:
•
•
•
•

Heat flow upward (slope of gas layer (φ), from 0° to 90°).
Aspect ratio : H/L > 20.
Range of Rayleigh number RaL (from 10000 to 2000000).
Dependence of Nusselt number (NuL) on the slope of gas layer φ.

Figure 5.2: Sketch about natural convection in closed gas layer between absorber and glazing
(hp, abs-p2)

Six different models could be chosen: Hollands, Buchberg, Randall, Schinkel,
Nieman and Correlation A1. Different possibilities could be looked up in the appendix of
the report. In practice it is better to do an approximation to use collector slope (ȕ):
•
•

If collector slope is 45º: It is recommended to use correlation A1. This model is
a combination of other models.
For other different slope: It is recommended to use Schinkel model.

Mathematical expression of the different models could be observed in the
appendix of the report.

¾ Radiation between absorber and back frame (hs,z2-abs)
Kolektor uses Stefan-Boltzman law.

¾ Natural convection between absorber and back frame (hp,z2-abs)
The models of calculation are very similar to natural convection in closed gas
layer between absorber and glazing (hp, abs-p2) which had been explained before.
It is possible choosing between five kinds of models: Randall, Schinkel, Yin, Niemann
and Correlation A1.
Suitability of the equation application in area of solar collectors has been limited
by following conditions:




Heat flow downward (slope angle
range from 90° to 180°).
• High values of aspect ratio: H/L > 20.
• Range of RaL from 10000 to 2000000.
• Dependence of NuL on slope angle of
gas layer φ, respectively on aspect ratio
H/L.
After testing different models it is
recommended to use correlation A1, although
any of the others models is valid and is allowed
to use with any slope.
•

Figure 5.3: Sketch about Natural convection
between absorber and back frame hp,z2-abs

¾ Conduction heat transfer through frame (hv,z1-z2)
Conductance of collector back frame can be calculated using following
mathematical expression (it cannot be calculated using Kolektor):

678.9:. 

OA<=A>

?A<=A>

(4)

Where:
λp1-p2: Thermal conductivity of back frame material !"  $
Lp1-p2: Thickness of back frame material @




As it was mentioned, this parameter is not an output of Kolektor.

¾ Radiation heat exchange between frame and adjacent ambient
surfaces (hs,z1-a)
Kolektor uses Stefan-Boltzman law.

¾ Wind convection heat transfer from back frame to ambient (hp,z1-a)
Calculation of this parameter is the same as the wind convection from glazing to
ambient (hp,p1-a), which has been explained in point: Wind convection from glazing to
ambient (hp,p1-a). The option that has been chosen to calculate hp,p1-a is automatically
selected by Kolektor to determine hp,z1-a.

Calculation of U
Collector heat loss coefficient (U) by can be calculated using the following
mathematical expressions:
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In Kolektor is considered: +  .
These parameters are not an output of Kolektor.

Figure 5.4: Sketch about specific heat loss in solar panel


This sketch shows the specific heat loss balance. Thus heat loss coefficient (U)
can be calculated:
L

L
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(7)

There are some calculations that have to be done by the software user in order
to obtain U. These calculations are not very difficult, but this point should be pointed as
a negative feature.

5.1.1.2

INTERNAL ENERGY BALANCE OF THE ABSORBER

Next, it will be explained how Kolektor works heat transfer from absorber
surface to liquid flowing through the pipe register of absorber. A sketch that explains
this phenomenon on detail is shown in figure 5.5. This is not the sketch of Cracow
University of Technology collector, which is shown some pages after.




Figure 5.5: Heat transfer from absorber surface to liquid

Where:
Ql,o: optical loss (W)
Ql,t: heat loss (W)
Calculation process is not easy. The mathematical model used here won´t be
explained as it not the objective of this work. Moreover with Kolektor´s help the user
doesn´t need to do any calculation.
Most important results using Kolektor in the internal energy balance are:
•

Collector heat removal factor  : Actual useful energy gain of collector to
useful gain if the absorber surface was at the fluid temperature.

•

Collector efficiency factor (F'): It is useful to describe how efficient is heat
transfer form absorber surface to heat transfer fluid.

•

Collector output temperature (tout)

Between the fluid and wall in absorber riser pipe there is forced convection heat
transfer in pipes. It is as in external energy balance determined from Nusselt number.
In order to calculate laminar forced convection there are five options: Shah, Hausen,
Kreith-Kays, Churchill-Ozoe and Sieder-Tate.
After using the software it is recommended to use Shah model. This choice
enables covering more options and possibilities.
On the other hand, to calculate turbulent forced convection Kolektor offers six
different models: Colburn, Dittus-Boelter, Sieder-Tate, Gnielinski, Hausen and Jacob.
The turbulent flow inside the riser pipes of solar collectors is very rare when
using antifreeze water-glycol mixtures as heat transfer fluid with high viscosity. For this
reason the parameters don´t change noticeably when other options are used.
It is possible to consult in the appendix section (Internal energy balance of the
absorber, tables 8.5 and 8.6) realizing the different conditions to use each options of
laminar or turbulent regime.



The calculation of F´ and tout is very important. They are necessary in order to
calculate usable heat   and efficiency of solar collector in two different ways.
Calculation of absorber temperature (tabs) is not very practical due to difficulty in
identifying it by measurements. Therefore this it is more practical for Kolektor to use
mean fluid temperature (tm) which is a Kolektor output as an average of tin and tout .
As a final Kolektor output tabs is obtained and   can be calculated using the
expression:
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There are different options to calculate  : expression (1) with  , expression
(8) or it is possible to use the following expression with tm and F´:
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Calculation of solar collector efficiency (Ș) is the last step in the energy analysis.
This parameter is a comparison between useful generated energy and global solar
irradiation. It can be calculated using three different mathematical expressions:
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 and Ș can´t be calculated using Kolektor. The program does not offer them
as an output.

5.1.2

HOW TO USE KOLEKTOR

Kolector use can be easily learnt by following the next explanations:
Firstly, the software can be downloaded in this website:
http://www.fsid.cvut.cz/~matuskat/kolektor/index.htm
Download the program (it is totally free) and install it.
When the application is opened first window shown looks like figure 5.6:

 


Figure 5.6:
5.6 Kolektor´s initial window

In the top options it can be seen:
seen File, Calculation and Help.. In practice it is not
necessary to use any of them.
Four different tabs could be also seen: Design Parameters,
ameters, Absorber,
Absorb
Glazing
and Insulation and Calculation.
Next, each one of these tabs will be explained on detail.
d

¾ Design Parameters
It is the tab corresponding to figure 5.7. Design parameters are divided
divid in four
parts:
•

•
•

•

Picture of the collector: This sketch is the most important of this window.
window It
allows introducing all data
a without any problem. User only needs to see the
picture with measurements of the collector, (1).
Operating and climatic conditions:
conditions these data have to be known before starting
calculation, (2).
Collector dimension:
dimension: These dates can be found in each solar collector
catalogue. It is necessary to be careful using different
different units, sometimes in
meters and sometimes in millimeters and notice
notice that there are some parameters
like Aperture area (Aa), Gross area (Ag), Collector depth (Bc) and Edge sides
area (Ab) which are automatically calculated by Kolektor when other data are
input.
Collector installation:
installation
Collector can be installed separatelyy from building
envelope (emittance of adjacent envelope surface as input) or integrated into
building envelope (thermal resistance of building envelope
envelope as input), (4).

 


Figure 5.7: Design parameters window

¾ Absorber
This window is divided in three parts:
part
•

Absorber parameters.
parameters
Absorber material has to be chosen among three options: copper, aluminum or
steel. Immediately and automatically Kolektor fill in the gap of thermal
conductivity (λabs), although it is possible to change this number. The
T
other
gaps have to be filled in depending on the solar collector, (1).

•

Pipe registers parameters.
parameters
-The parameter Length of pipes (L) is automatically completed by the software
because
cause is the same measurement as the parameter Aperture height (La),
which was an input in Design parameters section.. The same happens with the
parameters Collector mass flow rate (M´) and Pipe mass flow rate (M1´) thanks
to the input that had been done in section Design Parameters, the parameter
Specific fluid mass flow rate (m´).
-The next step consists in inputting the parameter Number of Pipes (nt), and
then the parameter Distance of pipes (W) is automatically introduced by
Kolektor.
-After introducing the parameters Pipe external diameter (De) and Pipe internal
diameter (Di) this part is finished by inputting the parameter Type of bond. It´s
necessary to know what
w
kind of bond is used in the collector. There are three
options:
pipe upper bond configuration.
configuration In Kolektor thiss option is called
9 Absorber–pipe
Upper. The configuration can be observed in figure 5.8:
5.8
 




Figure 5.8: Upper configuration

9 Absorber–pipe side bond configuration. It is called Middle. It is shown in
figure 5.9.


Figure 5.9: Middle configuration

9 Absorber–pipe lower bond configuration. It is called Lower. It is shown in
figure 5.10.


Figure 5.10: Lower configuration

The option it has been chosen can be watched in a picture placed on window
lower right side.
•

Heat transfer fluid
It is necessary to choose one of these three fluids: Water, Propylene
glycol or Ethylene glycol. For the two last fluids it is also necessary to choose
Mixing ratio (water proportion).




Figure 5.11: Absorber window

¾ Glazing and insulation
This card is divided in three
t
parts. It is shown in figure 5.12:
• Glazing parameters
This part can be divided in thermal and optical properties of glazing. In the right upper
part of card it is Thermal properties can be found and it is possible to choose between:
Thermal conductivity dependent on mean temperature (suitable for glazing structures
like transparent insulations) or Thermal resistance.
Optical efficiency of collector is calculated at right lower part of card.
Other parameters like Thickness or Normal solar transmittance depending of glazing
have to be introduced (1).
• Frame / insulation parameters
Firstly it has to be chosen Material of the frame insulation among polyurethane,
polyurethane mineral
wool and your own choice. Values of Thermal conductivity (λiz) have predefined
following items. (2)
• Collector space filling
Collector filling pressure has to be inputted. Air is the gas. (3)




Figure 5.12: Glazing and insulation window

¾ Calculation
Doubtless, this card is the most detailed. Firstly a solar collector layout is
presented (glazing, absorber and frame insulation).
Next explanations will simplify filling in the gaps and will help to better
understand the results obtained
obtain with Kolektor:
1) Calculation:: This is the first part
that has to be managed. There
are two
wo options. It can be
chosen between a single
working point calculation (For
(
given tin) or Efficiency curve
calculation.. If single point
calculation is selected, input
temperature tin and climatic
condition are used as boundary
b
conditions. Otherwise, efficiency
e
curve mode calculates the
individual efficiency points for
given climatic conditions (default
values recommended) and input
temperature tin in the range from
20 to 400°C. Results
esults depend on:

Figure 5.13: Part 1.. Calculation window




•
•
•

Mean absorber temperature
temperat
(tabs - ta)/G
Mean fluid temperature (t
( m - ta)/G
Input temperature (ttin - ta)/G

2) Iteration: Number of iteration
loops can be set. Default
value, 10, is recommended.

Figure
igure 5.14: Part 2. Calculation window

3) Forced convection in pipe:
Flow regime has to be
chosen among laminar or
o
turbulent. It was studied in
point 5.1.1.2 (internal
nternal
energy balance of the
absorber). It was
recommended to use
Shah model for laminar
flow and Colburn model
for turbulent flow
(although this decision
does not change
considerably the results).

Figure 5.15:: Part 3. Calculation window

4) Radiation p1-a,
a, Convection p1-a,
p1 Convection abs-p2 and
Convection abs-z2: Different collector heat exchange calculation models
model have
to be chosen according to point 5.1.1.1 (External energy balance).




Figure 5.16: Part 4. Calculation window

5) To end it is necessary to click in Calculate option (right down) and the program
starts running. Then, all the values that appeared in Calculation window
enclosed an interrogation sign, are shown. It can be
be observed on figure 5.17.
tp1, tp2: Final temperature of exterior and interior glazing´s
glazing´s walls.
tz1, tz2: Final temperature of exterior and interior frame´s
frame´ walls.
tabs: Absorber
bsorber temperature .
tout: Collector output temperature .
tm: Mean
ean fluid temperature.
temperature
hs,p1-a: Radiation between glazing and sky.
sky
hp,p1-a :Wind
Wind convection
convec
from glazing to ambient
hs,abs-p2: Radiation between absorber and cover glazing
hp,abs-p2: Natural convection in closed gas layer between absorber
absorber and glazing
hs,z2-abs: Radiation between absorber and back frame
hp,z2-abs: Natural convection between absorber and back frame
hs,z1-a: Radiation heat exchange between frame and adjacent ambient surfaces
hp,z1-a: Wind convection heat transfer from back frame to ambient
ambient
F´: Collector efficiency factor
 : Collector heat removal factor
tstg: Stagnation temperature. It is displayed for extreme conditions (G
( =
1000 W/m2, ta
a = 30 °C) and is available only in efficiency curve mode.




Figure 5.17:
5.17 Calculation window. Results analysis

5.1.3

COMPARISON WITH REAL RESULTS

eal results obtained using Cracow University of Technology collector will be
Real
compared with results using Kolektor. Firstly, properties
properties of our collector will be
described. Moreover, some pictures and the sketch of
of Cracow university of Technology
will be shown in figure 5.18.
Manufacturer: Ariston
Model: TOP
Material: aluminum
Weight: 37 Kg
Gross dimensions: 1000x2000x100 mm
Total area: 2 
Total area without edge: 1,830
1,830 
Collector slope: 40º

Glazing
Number of glazing: 1
Material: Glass
Thickness: 4 mm
Normal solar transmittance (Ĳ):
( 0,9
Internal surface emissivity (İz,p1): 0,95
External surface emissivity (İ
( z,p2): 0,95




Absorber
Number of pipes: 8
Pipe external diameter: 10 mm
Pipe internal diameter: 9 mm
Material: copper
Covering: TiNOX
Capacity: 1,5 l
Dimensions: 1910x920 mm
Area: 1, 76
Solar absorbtance (Į): 0,95
Surface emissivity (İ): 0,05

Insulation
Material: Mineral wool
Thickness: 50 mm
External frame surface emissivity
(İr,z1):0,07
Internal surface emissivity (İr,z2):0,07
Boundary conditions
Temperature: 99 ºC
Pressure: 6 atm
Work fluid:
Propyleneglycol (40%)
Type of bond: Lower

Figure 5.18: Cracow University of Technology solar collector

Next it is presented a table where results obtained though experimental
measurement using Politechnika Krakowska collector last summer (06.09.2008) are
compared with results that have been obtained inputting the same conditions in
Kolektor and simulating. Data’s has been taken from 09.00 to 16.00, every thirty
minutes (15 outcomes).




Time

Input
fluid
temp
(tin)
(ºC)
09.00 36,1

Air
temp

(ta)
(ºC)

Real
Collector
output
temp

Global
solar
irradiation

Kolektor
Collector
output temp
(tout) (ºC)

Real Qu
(W)

Kolektor
Qu (W)

Real

R
(%)

Kolekt

R

(ºC)

G
(W/ )

33,9

37,9

469,8

38,4

560,25

564,75

65,17

68,3

09.30 37,4

30,6

39,6

598,7

40,2

698,54

692,34

63,76

65,7

10.00 38,2

28,2

40

464,3

40,2

582,64

617,04

68,57

75,08

10.30 39,9

29,6

42,2

518,9

42,1

773,08

771,21

81,41

84,4

11.00 39,9

28,5

40,9

271

41

336,05

355,25

67,76

70,28

11.30 41,2

29,9

43,6

597,6

43,8

807,05

802,42

73,80

76,29

12.00 43,3

31,6

47

846,6

46,9

1290,58

1268,71

83,30

85,14

12.30 45

33

48,9

922,6

48,8

1384,96

1257,01

82,03

77,4

13.00 45,6

31,5

48

637,1

48,1

881,63

841,54

75,62

75,04

13.30 46,4

31,3

49,7

853,4

49,8

1192,49

1145,56

76,36

76,27

14.00 48,6

32,3

51,9

792,3

51,7

1213,48

1049,1

83,69

75,23

14.30 49,8

32,7

52,8

726

52,6

1085,09

962,46

81,67

75,3

15.00 50,7

33,7

53,3

658,3

53,3

956,54

855,5

79,40

76,8

15.30 51,5

33,5

53,5

557

53,6

735,90

706

72,2

72,01

16.00 51,6

33,1

53,1

458,7

53,3

551,90

563,1

65,75

69,75

(%)

Table 5.1: Kolektor´s results and real results

In order to calculate Kolektor Qu and Kolektor ] it is necessary to use the next
expressions:
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Real results will be compared
Kolektor´s approximation is valid.

Time
Difference among
Real tout-Kolektor
tout (%)
09.00
1,32

with Kolektor results in order to check that

Difference among
Real Qu-Kolektor
Qu (%)
0,8

Difference among
Real e-Kolektor e
(%)
3,13

09.30

1,51

0,89

1,94

10.00

0,5

5,9

6,51

10.30

0,23

0,24

2,99

11.00

0,24

5,71

2,52

11.30

0,458

0,57

2,46

12.00

0,213

1,7

1,84

12.30

0,2

9,23

4,63

13.00

0,21

4,54

0,58

13.30

0,2

3,93

0,09

14.00

0,39

13,54

8,46

14.30

0,38

11,3

6,37

15.00

0

10,56

2,6

15.30

0,187

4,06

0,19

16.00

0,377

2,03

4

Average

0,427

5

3,22

Table 5.2: Comparison real results- Kolektor´s results

It is observed that insignificant differences exist when different tout are
compared. Average error is only 0,427%. In the case of Qu and R differences are
bigger than in tout. Despite of this, differences are small, 5 % for Qu and 3,22 % for R
There are some parameters as air relative humidity ( =ڜ70%) or air velocity (w=
1,5 m/s), of which only a daily average parameter (06.09.2008) could be found, but
never instantaneous values.





 


5.2 CODEPRO
This application was developed by solar energy laboratory of University of
Wisconsin, Madison (United States). The responsible of this software is Professor
Klein. This software can help solar engineers designing flat-plate solar collectors.
Codepro calculates the instantaneous efficiency, incident angle modifier coefficient,
and stagnation temperatures.
Some concepts have to be reviewed before starting application:
¾ INSTANTANEOUS EFFICIENCY
The instantaneous collector efficiency, Ș, is a measure of collector performance
that is defined as the useful gain ratio over certain time period to the incident solar
energy over the same time period.
Aforementioned efficiency can be expressed using this mathematical expression:
S
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Comparing temperatures interval of %&' (input fluid temperature), considering U
constant, efficiency is a lineal function of
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5.19:


term. An example is shown in figure

Figure 5.19: Efficiency curve solar panel (source: alwec)

From this efficiency curve it is possible to obtain characteristics parameters. It
will be exposed:
 


•

     : Optical factor. Solar panel efficiency when temperatures difference
between fluid and ambient is zero. Its value is usually approximately 0.8.

•

   : Lost factor. It´s efficiency curve slope.

When high temperatures are achieved in solar collector an error will be
committed if only expression (13) is used. Thus, efficiency curve needs to be expressed
using these second order mathematical expressions:
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Once the program calculates the collector efficiency for different values of
(tin-ta)/G, the coefficients of these equations are determined by linear regression
¾ INCIDENT ANGLE MODIFIER
To express the effects of the radiation incidence angle on flat-plate solar
collector thermal performance an incidence angle modifier, $jk , is employed. It
describes the dependence of  on the radiation incidence over the collector and it
is a function of the optical characteristics of covers and the absorber plate. It is defined
as:
jk

$jk  jk

(16)

\

Subscript n indicates that the transmittance-absorbtance product is for normal
solar radiation incidence.
In Codepro the following expression is used:
l

$jk  l I mn Kopqr  lN

(17)

Second most important collector testing aspect is the determination of effects of
incident angle of the solar radiation. CODEPRO calculates the incident angle modifier,
$jk , at various angles among 0º-60o and then determines the incidence angle modifier
coefficient b0 using linear regression.
¾ STAGNATION TEMPERATURES
A plastic cover will melt when cover temperature exceeds its melting point. To
ensure collector thermal tolerance, collector highest temperature should be lower than
plastic covers melting point. Stagnation temperatures are highest temperatures can be
achieved in covers and absorber plates. They appear when the collector is not working,
when working fluid does not circulate.




5.2.1

HOW TO USE CODEPRO

Codepro use can be easily learnt by following the next explanations:
Firstly, the software can be downloaded in this website:
http://sel.me.wisc.edu/codepro/new_codepro.html
Download the program (it is totally free) and install it.
When the application is opened first window shown looks like figure 5.20:

Figure 5.20: Collector´s main window

Main window has several child windows and drop-down menus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The unit system: International System Units or English units can be chosen.
Test conditions: It will be explained afterwards.
Collector dimensions: It will be explained afterwards.
Cover and plate: It will be explained afterwards.
Edge and back insulation: It will be explained afterwards.
Tube and fluid: It will be explained afterwards.
Equations from test: It will be explained afterwards.
Save Calculation as: Up to 5 sets of configuration and calculation data can be
saved by using this.
Calculate:Clicking this button calculation stars using given test conditions and
collector configurations.
Save user input data: Clicking this button itispossible to save configuration
and test data.
Load saved data: Clicking this buttonitispossible to load configuration and
test data.
Test results, efficiency curves (SI units), efficiency curves (English units),
Incident angle modifier curves and Stagnation temperatures: Test results




section, which is placed in the middle of main window, shows Collector
Efficiency Equations and Incident Angle Modifier Equation.
Most important small windows will be explained on detail:

¾ Test conditions
In this window, shown in figure 5.21, test conditions to calculate collector
thermal performance are set. Input variables for test condition will be enumerated,
number (1) in figure 5.21:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident solar radiation
Diffuse radiation proportion
Incident angle of beam radiation
Collector slope
Ambient temperature
Wind speed
Relative humidity

There is another option, number (2) in figure 5.21:
• Efficiency curves based on temperature difference: It exists the possibility to
choose between two different options:
Tav-Ta : It is the same as tm-ta
Ti-Ta : It is the same as tin-ta

Figure 5.21: Test conditions child window


¾ Collector dimensions
It is very easy to fill this window because a collector sketch is drawn. It is
assumed that the area of absorber is the same as the aperture area (the frontal
transparent area). Input variables are:
•
•

Overall Dimensions: Length, width, and thickness
Absorber Dimensions: Length and width




Once these gaps have been filled out, Gross area (Ac) and absorber area (Ap)
are automatically completed.











Figure 5.22: Collector dimensions child window



¾ Cover and plate
This window is very important. Cover and plate window will be evaluated. It can
be divided in three parts:
1. Covers: The collector can have more than two covers. If it has only one
cover, its properties are entered in Cover 1 section.
-Number of Covers: It can be chosen among 0, 1 or 2.
-Cover material: It is possible to choose between Glass or select the
material and introduce its properties by selecting ‘user defined’. If glass is
chosen there is nothing more to write in this part. On the other hand, if “user
defined” is chosen, material properties have to be introduced:
-Refractive Index & transmittance (Solar spectrum)
-Absorptance & Transmittance (long-wave spectrum)
2.

“Spaces”: In this part it is necessary to introduce distances from cover to
plate, and in case there were two covers, from cover 1 to cover 2.

3. Plate: Firstly, kind of material has to be chosen. Options are: Copper,
aluminum alloy, plain carbon steels or user defined (enter material
properties). Then it is necessary to introduce plate data:
- Thickness
- Absorptance for solar spectrum
- Emittance for long-wave radiation




This window and three different parts into which it has been divided are shown
in figure 5.23:

Figure 5.23: Cover and plate child window

¾ Edge and back insulation
In this window there is also another useful sketch in order to fill in collector
information. It is necessary to introduce:
•
•

Thickness and conductivity of back insulation.
Thickness and conductivity of edge insulation.



Figure 5.24: Edge and insulation child window

¾ Tube and fluid
There is also another helpful sketch. It can be divided in three parts:




1. Tube: Parameters that have to be introduced are:
-Number of tubes
-Inner diameter
-Outer diameter
-Tube-to-tube spacing: It is automatically calculated by Codepro.
2. Fluid: Fluid properties that have to be introduced are the followings:
-Material: Options are: water, propylene glycol or ethylene-glycol solutions.
-Percent composition: Only in case that propylene glycol or ethylene-glycol
solutions had been chosen.
-Volumetric flow-rate
-Inlet pressure
3. Plate-tube bond conductance: It represents contact resistance between tube
and absorber plate. If thermal conductance is high, its value should be higher
than 400 W/mK.

Figure 5.25: Tube and fluid child window

¾ Equations from test
Experimental test results (if available) can be entered in this window. To
compare experimental results with calculated results in Codepro, equation coefficients
should be filled out and option “Yes” should be chosen from the drop down menu at the
lower-right corner. If there are not experimental test results it should be chosen option
“No”.









Figure
Figure 5.26: Equations from test child window

¾ Calculate
Calculate button has to be clicked when all the data
data has been intr
introduced and
this window will be opened (figure 5.27). Then, it is only necessary to click “continue”.

Figure 5.27: Calculations completed

¾ Test Results
Codepro can show results in many places such as: center
center of main window or
buttons about
bout efficiency curves, stagnation temperature or incident
incident angle modifier
curves. Best is to press “Test results” button, where it is possible to obtain all results at
once. This window can be divided in three parts:
1. Codepro results:
lts: It shows the efficiency
cy equations with calculated
coefficients and the incident angle modifier equation
equation with calculated incident
angle modifier coefficient.
coefficient
2. Equations from test: It shows equations obtained experimentally, which had
h



been introduced previously. In case this experimental
experimental data had not been
introduced, this part does not appear.
3. Graphs and stagnation temperature: There are four buttons: Efficiency
curves (SI units), Incident angle modifier Curves, Efficiency curves (English
Units) and Stagnation temperatures.
temperatures Three
e first options enable displayed
plot
lot windows collector performance and incident angle
angle modifier. The graph
for each data set can be distinguished by color.
The stagnation temperature window shows the conditions that affect general
stagnation temperatures
temperatures and cover and plate stagnation temperatures. It is
only necessary to press these buttons and
and graphs appear. Then, there are
some easy graphic
phic options to work with, that could be helpful.




Figure 5.28: Test results child window


Next, an example will be presented (there are not Cracow
Cracow University of
Technology collector data).

 








Figure 5.29: Introducing real data

 


Figure 5.30: Codepro results

 


5.2.2

COMPARISON WITH REAL RESULTS

It is difficult to establish a comparison between real results and Codepro ones.
Software results are graphical ones and experimental results are numerical. Input fluid
temperature (tin) is not necessary to be introduced: Codepro implements calculation
taking into account several possible tin, introducing them in simple and second order
mathematical equations. Therefore, it will be compared efficiency parameter using
Codepro with real efficiency. Equation (15) will be used.




Tim
e

Global
solar
irradiat
ion

G

Air
temp

(ta)
(ºC)



(W/ )

Input
fluid
temp
(tin)

st

(tinta)

RealR

(%)

Codep

CODEPRO efficiency
equations

R
(%)

(ºC)

10.00

464,3

28,2

38,2

10

68,57

11.00

271

28,5

39,9

11,4

67,76

64,85

61,44

12.00

846,6

31,6

43,3

11,7

83,30

68,50

13.00

637,1

31,5

45,6

14,1

75,62

65,3

14.00

792,3

32,3

48,6

16,3

83,69

65,66

15.00

658,3

33,7

50,7

17

79,40

63,9

16.00

458,7

33,1

51,6

18,5

65,75

58,1

Table 5.3: Codepro´s results and real results




Next, real results will be compared with Codepro results:

Time
10.00

Difference between Real
e-Codepro e (%)
5,42

11.00

9,32

12.00

17,76

13.00

13,64

14.00

21,54

15.00

19,52

16.00

14,67

Average

14,55

Table 5.4: Comparison real results- Codepro´s results

It cannot be stated that Codepro provides a good approximation, at least
regarding efficiency results. There is not information about stagnation temperature or
incident angle modifier. It cannot be concluded either: approximation or software are
not valid because, as it was written in case of Kolektor, there are some parameters as
air relative humidity ( =ڜ70%) or air velocity (w= 1,5 m/s), of which only a daily average
parameter (06.09.2008) could be found, but never instantaneous values.




6. CONCLUSSIONS
Low temperature-thermal solar energy, and especially solar water heating, is
one of renewable energies which present best future. One reason is the fact that in
some European Union countries it is obligatory to cover part of new (or renewed)
building water heating demand using solar technologies. Moreover, this energy is
clean, renewable, decreases gas emissions and reduces high exterior energy
dependence of some countries.
Despite of this, past errors should not be repeated. High quality installations
should be guaranteed. It is necessary, and very important, to count with suitable
qualified stuff in order to design and to manage with solar installations properly.
Solar energy has to be put in the place it deserves, because this technology has
enough maturity, capacity and potential. It is very important to continue technology
development and to count always with an auxiliary equipment which could substitute
main solar installation when it couldn´t cover the energy demand.
In this context the possibility of using software which make solar installation
design easier, seems very important. When someone wants to invest in a solar thermal
installation, this person probably wants and needs to know some aspects like: how long
it will take to recover investment, which quantity of CO2 is not going to be emitted, etc.
For this reason, suitable applications that help to know which quantity of thermal
energy are going to be produced by the solar installation are very useful. The two
programs that have been studied in this work are not the most technical and complete
ones. There are others in markets which are more powerful. A great advantage is that
these software are for free, easy to use and are suitable to begin to work or helpful if
you live in an individual house.
After analyzing the mentioned software the following remarks can be written:
•
-

-

Kolektor
It is very easy to use. It is also very simple to get used to it. Sketches
are very functional.
It is possible to obtain very useful, complete and intuitive results.
Likewise, multiple options are given, in order to choose radiation or
convection heat transfer way.
Results obtained working with Kolektor are very similar to real results
after 15 comparisons, so it can be concluded that this software is valid
and can be used as a good approximation to reality. This can be
observed in point 5.1.4 (Comparison with real results)
To cite some errors or aspects that could be improved some points will
be commented. Firstly, it is disappointing that calculations so easy to
program as useful thermal power from collector   or efficiency of
solar collector (Ș) are not included in calculation window. This makes
more laborious to work with this program because usually these
parameters are necessary and they have to be calculated by the user.
Secondly, the option to choose among so many ways to calculate
convection heat transfer between different parts of collector is
sometimes difficult to manage.




•
-

Codepro
Apparently it is more detailed than Kolektor, and more modern.
To introduce data is also something very easy and intuitive. User has
not the option to choose among different kinds of convection heat
transfer.
Results are shown graphically, but they are less detailed than Kolektor
ones. In addition, it cannot be concluded that a good approximation to
real data is achieved when using this software.
It is a big error of the program that it fails with new Windows versions,
as Windows Vista or Windows XP.
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8. APPENDIX
1) Radiation between glazing and sky (hs,p1-a)

Table 8.1: Selected equations for equivalent sky temperature To calculation in order to calculate hs,p1-a

2) Wind convection from glazing to ambient (hp,p1-a)


Table 8.2: Selected correlations for wind convection heat transfer coefficient




3) Natural convection in closed gas layer between absorber and
glazing(hp,abs-p2)























Table 8.3: Selected correlations for natural convection, Nusselt number in the sloped closed gas layer
(heat flow upward)








Table 8.4: Correlation A1 for natural convection







4) Internal energy balance of the absorber


Table 8.5: Correlations for laminar forced convection heat transfer in pipes







 Table 8.6: Correlations for turbulent forced convection heat transfer in pipes




